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HOME. 
Covent Garden Theater has just had its orchestra 
sunk 3$ feet below the level of the seats. 
M E. M. Bowman has resigned from the directorship 
of the music department of Vaesar College. 
Walter Damro9ch will oonduct the opening concert 
of Paderewski in Carnegie Hall October 80th, 
It is rumored that Antonin Dvorak is to become an 
American citizen on his return to New York in the fall. 
Clarence Eddy, the well-known Chicago organist, 
has been engaged for a series of fonr organ reoitals at 
Queen's Hall, London. 
Walter Damsobob is said to have cleared $76,000 
with his Gprmnn opera season. He deserves it for his 
pluck and perseverance. 
Mr. Gkorq Hekhcukl and his wife aro expected 
to give a series of song recitals next season. Mr. 
Heneohel will also conduct his Stabai Maier. 
Rafael Joatrrr, the pianist, appoared in the Su¬ 
perior Court S-eccntly and rononnoed hie allcgia-ece lo 
the EmperoV of Austria, as a preliminary to becoming 
* citisnn of tbr United ftutes. Mr. Joeefly fives at 
North T«rryto»n. 
r»*»« O.D.K-M, no. «m*ldoroct oae at Kurop.’. 
tiolimiu, h*. Uwn .rir»st«l for . loor of 
,onl coor.ro. io thu country. Un „ «ar»»<!j booked 
Tor . r. -m Ue-- of orcb.rtr.1 foncrl*. Tbfi 4s.« of b,» 
has tvol yet b«xa 4«>ci4«d upon. 
Tbs anneal meeting of the U. T. X. A. i« h*ld Jt»fy 
3, t. A. Atbd &. tn R.v Lusaka Prat. A. A of Ann 
been aroused in St. Louis over its coming. 
Music has the prestige of twenty-two centuries of 
age. Two years ago there was discovered, in excavating 
the temple of Apollo, at Delphi, the site of the ancient 
oracle in Greece, two stones covered with Greek in¬ 
scriptions. They contained a hymn to Apollo, accom¬ 
panied with the music. It is to the credit of the French 
Archaeological School that it succeeded in deciphering 
ttese stones and transcribing the music and rendering it 
at the French School at Athens. 
Admirers of Liszt will find several chapters of “ MieB 
Traumerei” of Interest to them. In that "Weitner 
Idyl ” Mr, Albert Maj^ia Bagby gives a realistic picture 
of the great master among the. students of various 
countries who crowded into his parlors'to get the benefit 
of a lesson from him. During Liszt’s residence at 
Weimar that famous city was, indeed, naming but. a 
large conservatory of mnsic ;* but as thOTFhilistines 
were, after all, in a majority, they passed JRw prohibit¬ 
ing the playing of any musical instrument in a room* 
with doors or windows open on the street aide. We 
become familiar in this sketch with some of the tricks 
Johann Strauss was the first conductor who ever^V 
played pieces by Wagner and Liszt in Vienna—selec¬ 
tions from “ Lohengrin ” and the symphonic poem, 
‘‘Tasso.” 
Many interesting manuscripts have been discovered . 
in (he musical library at Gotba relating to the history 
of that theater. Letters from Louis Spohr and Andreas^'-— 
Romberg Are among the treasure trove. 
v . 
A rumor comes from Italy that Baron Franchetti, the 
composer of “Asrael ” and “Christopher Columbus,” 
has the intention to build in an Italian city—Bologna is 
named—a Wagner theater after the^Bayreuth model. 
The woman composer is steadily coming to the front. 
Recently a Miss Edith Greene gave an orchestral con¬ 
cert in Lond jn, at which two compositions of her owjJ, 
a symphony and & sonata for pianoforte and violiUTwere 
performed. 
During last month the old Leipsic Gewandhaus, which 
contained the historical Concert S&al, has been razed to 
the gronnd, and with it has also disappeared the adja¬ 
cent building, whiph had been the home, from its fonnda- 
-t 
used by various pupils to ingratiate themselves with thef tion to 1848 to the year 1887, of the world-famed Con- 
master, and with his alternately brusque and kind ways, servatorium der Muaik. 
He had his favorite pupils, and one of these favorites ia 
the heroine of Mr. Bagby’s love-story, 
FOREIGN. 
Richard Gknee, the composer and poet, is dead. He 
was born in 1826. 
<M. Donors said in a recent address that Gounod 
called Bach “ the Moses of Music.” % *T 
A. Dresden dealer recently paid $2600 for the 
original score of Wagner's “ Tannhauaer.” 
Rubinstein’s sacred opera, “ Christus,” recently 
given in Berlin, met with but a moderate success. 
A recently discovered opera by’Haydn is soon to be 
presented at the Royal Opera House in Dresden, 
SciiloSbkr, tho original Mime in Wagner's “Der 
Ring dcs Nibolungen,” died recently at Msgdeburg. 
Lkischak, a Qut?Jt, hap just completed a tour of Sibe¬ 
ria, where he ban been giving a serie* of aucceaefal con¬ 
cert*. 
Tub wife of Sims Reeve*. the noted English tenor, 
died Judo 10th. She waa "formerly a noted soprano 
singer. 
PAusarwast has nearly finished hi* opora. Tho sob- 
feet is modern, *»<i iho aeon* L* laid io tho Carpathian 
Mountain*. It is to be produced jo London. 
J(k«cmw, who has sever beer* io Uotne, is awaited 
there wuh great eSpMrtatiow*. lit? viJI be aooogBpefttod 
It is proposed in England to celebrate in November 
next the 200th anniversary of the death of Henry Par- 
cell, the chief glory of the English School of Music, 
and to raise an appropriate memorial in his honor. The 
Dean of Westminster having given hie cordial permis¬ 
sion, the celebration will begin on Thursday, November 
21, the date of Purcell’s death in ltJ96, with the per¬ 
formance of gome of the finest of his sacred works on a 
grand scale in'Westminster Abbey, where he was organ 
ist for fifteen years, and within the walls of which he 
lies buried. For a memorial, it is proposed to provide 
a suitable case for the magnificent organ in the Abbey, 
which still c.p n tain a. stops believed to have beqp part of 
the organ on-which Purcell played. 
^Ax. a recent purformance in'Berlin of Bach's superb 
a minor Mass ah attempt was made to make the orches¬ 
tra conform, as far as possible, to the conditions for 
which Bach wrote. There are in his tcore trumpet notes 
so high that they cannot be produced on the modern in¬ 
strument* ; wherefore smaller trumpets were specially 
constructed for this occasion; their*highe*t notes were 
fdond to suggest the sound of s clarinet, and were softer 
(ban had been expected. The oboes employed in 
Bach's score aro the obsolete oboi d’snore, half way 
between our oboe *nd the English horn or alto oboe. 
Specimens of these inatrnmeata were borrowed of the 
Royal Museum, and the player* bad to praolioe socoe 
time before they felt sufficiently familiar with them to 
u.«d*rt*ke their lash. Resides these instrument*, Dates, 
bsswoofts, «ttmg*, end organ wars need. 
I 
0JTE WAY TO ABUSE 0LA8BI0AL M0BI0. 
av is. s. lawia. 
Is treating this aubject I think It bast to give a bit of 
tay own experience La studying music, but first I wish to 
compare coy book of Beethoven's sonatas (which was 
the first classical music 1 was provided with) to k litera¬ 
ture student's copy of Virgil, L went through my vol¬ 
ume of Beethoven in the following manner.: four pages 
for a lesson i no mailer how 1 played them, I advanced 
four more pages, making eight pages a week ; the chief 
object seemed lo bo to “get through Boethoven.” I 
had an idea that the sonatas were all ho had ever writton 
and 1 was anxious to “finish him.” xl wont through 
that book without ever having it told me that there was 
such a thing as a theme, without any idea that there 
were lovely melodies in the-base and middle parts lo be 
brought into prominence, without knowing there were 
such matters as aocent and rhythm to be applied to a 
composition, in fact, I knew very little except notes, 
and knowing only them I was a tolerably quick reader 
of the notes, and so I got through somebov^, but only 
*' somehow.” But any one would ask, how was it I did 
not realize I was not learning all I ought. I was enough 
of a musician, naturally, to recognize and er-joy the 
lovely melodies and harmonies,^nd I thought that was 
all there was in music. I had then read very little mu¬ 
sical literature, and was sublimely unconscious of any¬ 
thing further, and thought I was “studying” and be- 
Tha boy asudying Virgil wants sots 
bow io point oet lo him tho beaetie* t>( the tMRgMpfe 
bow io usnsUto it so it »*y **»» twft 
do not oudcrstaad It j so those *t*Mag mu*hs 
loan) one who knows bow to point out lh« cons*TUC*iou, 
(bo relation of the harmonies, tbs beautiful melojji** 
which so often scorn hidden U> those not knowing ^iow to 
find them, and ovorything else that only a first-das* 
teacher can show. 
fwr**rt$4 iv*ri.*g lb* aaaaaal to the Uppar ba»d. Now, 
•rtMfiift iriLaiog l&p lo oorr+et this per^arted older 
of The ****** must be brought under the intel¬ 
lect) they rnrnrt ha taught to serve, eol to rale. To 
effect tllU we must train th« ItMeUectukl and restrain the 
tensuali we uoil feed the Intellect on good, substantial 
nourishment and wean the »en*«i from what i« purely 
sensual. We do nofallow children to feed on sugar 
alone simply because their palate craves it, bat while we 
Aro people nover going to banish these frauds, calling aim to ple**e their palate, our chief concern is to supply 
themselves musio teachers, by employing only those 
whom they know to have studied in good institutions ? 
It seems an easy thing to do, especially when by employ¬ 
ing these second- or fifth-rate people ihe musical educa¬ 
tion of the country ia being injured. 
I hope my comparison (pf Beethoven and Virgil was 
not a blind one. To me, a phrase of Beethoven Seems 
to require as mtich and as careful study aa a sentence in 
Virgil. 
11 MUSIO IS NOT MUSIO IF IT HAS NO SOUL.” 
BY ANDREW GREEN. 
it cannot be urged too often or too earnestly.—that 
“ Music is not music, if it have no'soul.” This funda¬ 
mental truth has not been sufficienrly'ineisted on. The 
great error of the generality of people of our day is that 
coming a great player. 1 had the mjafortune’to go to a they judge music to be_beautiful only in as far as it 
person (assuming the.name of “stfusic teacher ”) who pleases the ear; all the arts, in fact, are judged by the 
had great power of personal fascination, and who made masses from the standpoint of the senses. Art is not 
me believe she was one of the best teachers on the con- sensual, it is intellectual, a Divine creation, a wonderful 
tinent, and that I jp^s_one of her best pupils, and so I invention of the good God, to give man a foretaste of the 
was satisfied and she was qaite satisfied to take my rapturous beauties of heaven. It speaks to the soul; 
money and blind me by her cutene|a. I took (what 
were called) l&sons from her for several years, when 
many instances occurred to open my eyeB and tell me 
that I was not gaming all the instruction I should. 
Ooe means tha^N led me to think there was a great 
deal of wrong in the matter was the'reading of a little 
book by Franklin Taylor, a ‘* Primer of Pianoforte Pay¬ 
ing,” in which the scales and other matters were ex- 
them with wholesome, nourishing food. Thus, also, 
should we do in developing musical taste. Don’t feed 
the sensual taste alone, but give the child something that 
is substantial and melodious and pleasing to the ear at 
the same time. Be careful, however, to insist on the 
thorough maaticatioh''*and digestion of such musical 
food, else it will harm rather than benefit; it will not 
nourish, but disgust. 
The pupil must frotn thwwery start be trained to good 
mnsic. Of course, a wise considerarion most always be^ 
had for the pupil's capabilities. Some are bright and 
will more readily be led to an appreciation of good 
music, while others are dull and slow to perceive any 
beauty beyond what appeals to the senses. These latier 
It has been oaM, and it will bear repetition.-in fact, s nrnet be handled carefully ; they muep.be led atep by step 
into the light of the truly beautiful. Indeed, we must 
always employ good'music, never trash ;-but let the 
melodies at first b*e very striking. Look more to melody 
than to depth of thought and beauty of sentiment; then 
gradually draw them on to something heavier and more 
substantial. 
It is just here that many young and inexperienced 
teachers fad. In their enthusiasm for the sublime they 
indiscreetly lead the pupil into deep water befere he iB 
able to paddle in a tab. Such mistakes cannot bat 
react ruinously. 
The write^ was once selecting a song for a recital for 
a pupil, a lad of some thirteen years. I finally settled- 
on Berthold Tours' “The New Kingdom ” I sang it 
for the lad to show him what it was and about bow it 
ongbt to be rendered. When I was through I asked him 
how he liked it. “That isn’t nice,” he said, “it hasn’t 
Well, Harry,” said I, “jouy 
and when it does not waken an echo there, it is not true 
art; for the province of art is to give expression to the 
sublime, the true, and the beautiful. This ia the truth 
that must be proclaimed to the people; and it is our 
doty, ladies and gentlemen of the profession, to proclaim 
it,—at the lesson hour, in the concert and lecture hall, 
at private and public gatherings, whenever and wher¬ 
ever & fi ting opportunity offers itsel(, we must proclainr^>Joti any PTett7 melody, ’ 
plained sensibly; after that I went away to study and the goofl and denounce the bad. This is'oar mission, 
found that I knew next to nothing and had to be, in a The taste of the masses at present is in a very sickly 
musical sense, “made over,” and now I am like condition. We are progressing? Yes, both fliys A 
made-over articles, not half as good as those made from 
the bright uew cloth by one who understands hoto to do 
it. Even a first-class dressmaker cannot make mnch 
from a suit which has been cut and fitted badly first by a 
second-rate “ hacker.” This, I know, iB a very feminine 
comparison, but it is a true one, and the dress, if it had 
feeling, would feel badly at being used so, knowing it 
could never take rank with those who had been treated 
rightly. 
Now, to go back to my comparing Beethoven in music 
to Virgil in classical literature. Imagine a boy wishing 
to study "Latin. He, of course, knows his letters in> 
few lovers of true art are moving onward, flrsixlg the 
standard; but the majority are going back. is pitia¬ 
ble to & thinking mind to see a crowd of otherwise 
inielligent men and women go wild over a piece of the 
provoking to see that the generality of second-rate, and 
not a few that pass as first-rate, professors assist their 
pqpils to learn such stuff*. No, the masses are not pro¬ 
gressing. True, there is a greater percentage “ talking 
music” at the present than there was fifty years ago; 
but “ta king music ” does not mean progress in the art. 
English and is good at spelling, has a fine seiise of It would mean progress if we had no fidy-fady, lucre- 
rhythm, and enjoys the flow of beautiful poetry. A 
book of Virgil is given to him (die first classic he has 
ever handled, aB my Beethoven was the first I ever had). 
He is told to take the first page for a lesson ; he spells 
and blunders through, finds the meaning of a few of the 
words in his dictionary, but has to leave most of them, 
not knowing anything of derivation or conjugation ; but 
his teacher has the power of making him think he is 
craving professors ; if we had professors who teach more 
than the mere technicalities of their instruments; profes¬ 
sors who have enough^ grit and self-sacrifice to refuse to 
teach bad music. Bad music is demoralizing. How, 
then, can any man with a conscience be second to its 
propagation ? ? 
learning the Latin languege, and he comeB away from growing generation is in our hands. If we are true to effect nearly as much in Buch caeqs as a few calm, well- 
hit le'aeon day after day with the assurance that he is 
getting on finely ; he gels a little ghost of &u idea of the 
story, find* a little pleasure in the beautiful fljw of the 
rhythm, even though the words are pronounced wrongly, 
and so on. Thi%^any one would tay is absurd nonsense. 
Yes, in regard to literatuc&it is ; but why not ip regard 
to musio, also ? The case of the boy with his Virgil is 
•opposed, hut U is only a parallel with up own experi¬ 
ence with my Beethoven, which case ia not a particle 
overdrawn, and might he much more highly colored 
without orcritapping the line of truth, and most likely 
ih«m fa not * vm*U town on the continent hot that ia 
imposed upon in this same way by person* wfebi-ng only 
f to make moony, and who do it by their glib talk and 
AtBOOftA man n et* 
our oalliDg, the general tone of the music of the future 
among the masses will be better. Bat a aingle effort ou 
the part of one or the other individual, magnanimous 
teacher will not effect it; we must alNmite and take our 
stand and make a strong fight. We may then hope to 
accomplish at least something. 
It may be well to draw the attention of teachers to a 
truth that is all important in the work of musical train¬ 
ing. There are two elements id mau.vja: the spiritual, 
or Intellectual, and the corporeal, or sensual. Since tho 
Fall man's i«nd«tncy Is to tho aensosL 8«o tbo aridity 
with which youth, bow intaUiguut or g'-ftud aoever, take* 
to aoytbiog that is *• catchy " to the ttasoa, and how 
backward to perouiv* moral or intellectual boaaty. L 
•how* tb*t from the 4flf*cU of ain oor nature ha* boon 
must not always look to the melody alone in a song, you/ 
should rather look to the words and the sentimeovaDa 
to how the sentiment is expressed." 41 IT doesn't mat¬ 
ter what the words are,” he insisted, “just ao* the 
melody is nice.” I argnrd calmly with him and con- 
evinced him of the ridiculousness of such a statement. 
Had I been otherwise than calm and patient I would lu ciugeuti uicu «*uu nuuicu u uu v» iuo — ;- 
“After the Ball” type; it is lamentable tp.know that har° failed and perhaps ruined the future musical pros- 
parents desire their children to learn such trash; it is psets o? this, promising 70ung fellow. As it is. I have 
made the first atep toward his successful training. I 
give this merely as an example of what shallow ideas 
young people (it will apply to many old ones tqaally 
well) have of what ia beautiful; and also to show how 
carefal and patient we must be in disabusing them of 
their mistake. 
To be Bnccessfol the mnsic teacher must have patience 
in abundance. Oh 1 you will get so sick of some pupils 
that are continually whining for “ the flesh pots of 
Egypt,” you will feel bo„ provoked at parents that 
repeatedly insist on “ Why don’t you give my daughter 
such and such a piece?”—trash, of coarse. But be 
padent-ri-be patient; don’t let your zeal run away with 
To ”ba true to the cause of art we must fight the. jrohr - prudenc* Your vehement denunciation of bad 
fadiam " of the present. The musical lutnre of 'the mnsio and S’0" eloquent defense of true art will not 
chafe words of good sense. Shonld the case become 
desperate, then be firm as a rock and as true as ateel to 
your sense of right. Rather sacrifice your last 
than second the propagation of bad taste. Lovers of art 
must be willing to make sacrifices for the cause. 
I have a musical friend, who, ia a beautiful example 
of this aelf-sacrificing spirit. Fidelity to the cause lost 
her many a pupil and earned her the displeasure of 
frieqd*, who deemed her stilted. Yet with parienoe and 
perseverance she is accomplishing much good ; she ha* 
turned the tide Of publio sentiment in her neighborhood, 
*o that, where a couple of years aigo ahe could hardly 
get an audimo*, ahe bow has many admirers. Would 
there were more tech heroic spirit* in tbe prcfoMuon - 
We need them. 
TMK 3C T T? X) 35'. 151 
imoMt m usrmio. 
or wax *. tan iiLfti 
f’tOPi* are inclined to think that listening is an easy, 
passive use of the wondrous auditory machinery which 
the molding finger erf God hot-placed in our bodies, but 
this is a hurtful fallacy. Many1 a oonoort goor settles 
himself comfortably and inertly in hit chair, satisfied to 
let the sonorous wares with which tho air of the con¬ 
cert hall is charged break orer and aroundjiiin till ho 
is submerged in tho tingling, thrilltngf_*tMriultts of tho 
beautiful sounds. This is bathing in musio and is not 
wholly without use, but it is meeb better to swim in 
tnueio. By actively exerting the mental faculties in 
conjunction with the nerve sensations and in superin¬ 
tendence of them far greater results both of pleasure 
and profit may be attained. The swimmer bathes, but he 
also secures exercise, and it is butter to Bwim in music 
than merely to lazily float and lie in it, lax and languid. 
The various kinds of music make a widely diverse ap¬ 
peal to our nature which is so marvelously complex. 
There are compositions which quicken the pulses, set 
the blood dancing, and stir np rbythmio motions without 
going farther, and at the other end of a long aerie? we 
find works, each as the fugues of Bach, the symphonies 
of Beethoven, the mnsic dramas of Wagner, which chal¬ 
lenge the intensest exertion of all our highest faculties 
of mind, heart, and soul. Nevertheless, these consum¬ 
mate master pieces kewr'a firm hold upon the ground¬ 
work of the senses, the physical nerves, for they are 
soDoronsly beautiful as well as intellectually interesting 
and emotionally stimulating. A vast amount of piano 
teaching falls short of a genuine musical quality by the 
extra emphasis which it lays upon the mechanical acts 
necessitated by the keyboard, acta which result in a form 
of skill both difficult of attainment and beautiful to ob¬ 
servation ; yet this iei only the outside of music. The 
vital germ of the precious art-work remains far within, 
unattained. It can never be too often repeated that a 
technician is not necessarily a musician. That there is? 
no absolute marriage .between the piano and virtuoso 
vanity,—that the keyboard is not merely, per se, a kind 
of idealized trapeze, we are certain from the fact that 
all great composers with the single exception of R chard 
Wagner were pianists. Look at the list: J. S. Bach, 
Joseph Haydn, Clementi, MozarV-I^cUioven, Weber, 
SJanbert, Mendelssohn, Schumann, Chopin, Li&fct. 
These men could not only perform astonishing feats 
of agility and strength, but-were great creators of beau¬ 
tiful works. Much attention ought to be given by piano 
teachers to developing in their pupils the sense of hear¬ 
ing and the art of fruitful listening. 
A few of our more advanced teachers are beginning 
to turn their attention to this aspect of tnnsical pedagogy 
and are inventing ingenious devices for the help of stu¬ 
dents. The culture of the ear should be applied to four 
special sides of .tone as an artistio substance. These 
four are: a, pitch ; b, duration ; c, intensity ; d, tone 
color. Under the first head, which is not only the most 
important but the most difficult, systematic drill should 
be applied to tones first singly, the differences of pitch 
being stodied in those which are immediately together 
in the series. 
b. The characteristic sensation of intervals, that is Of 
tyro tones heard together and mutually^ modifying each 
o*b»r, should be r.inutely memorized. Third, the more 
dtffi nit task of analysing chords of three, fonr, and fi»o 
rotes should be attacked, and, lastly, the power todiscover 
key relationships and their countless fluctuations. When 
thus much has been dono ilia a matter comparatively 
casy^o learn absolute pitch, at least with tolerable per¬ 
fection, though the skill attained by a toner may not bo 
necessary even for s couinmmate musician. Now lot 
the pupil be carefully drilled in recognising a score or 
more of the most important tdon figures, beginning with 
group* of three nous and not going higher than aeveu. 
A* ?sample*-. I will mention a lew of the most distinct 
a*-d often o-iwrd tone figor»a. Three notes i dotted 
eighth, and «igb’h i al*o triplet of eighths, 
*a4 dotted q voitt* tV«4 u» eighth followed by two eighths. 
F«t.r oc'U* : m k tovnfh threw qaartav* i end qnaotenr-, 
two eighth*, aied % q*ort** doited qwortmr, eighth and 
two quarter*. Fivq notes i quarto#, tied to a 
then three eiitoennh* and a quart**, Qtx note* i dotted 
eighth, sixteenth, eighth, and three eight*. $ertr« octet l 
quarter, doited eighth, sixteenth, and fonr eighth* and 
the like. Those liule diagrams should be roads familiar 
to the tnathemalital thinking power of the pupil through 
much practice, till, out ot tho most complex surge of 
musio, even from \h© giant polyphonio olimsxea of a 
Wagner musio drama the beaulifal, striking bits of tone- 
figure can boat once extracted, like tinted shell* coat up 
by a war© from tho ocean’s boiourof mystery. 
c. The queation of intensity should be called to the. 
student’s attention for two cogent reasons, viz.: first, 
that it is vitally important to the emotional expressive 
□ess of all music, and, second, because it is inherent and 
fundamental to the pianofortes The name “ piano¬ 
forte” (soft loud) contains a perpetual exhortation to 
the piano player to love shading and to dote on accents. 
Intensities fall into five general classes, namely, first 
mezzo, that is, neither soft nor lood; on each side of 
this, load ” f,” soft “ p,” and still farther on the very loud 
ff” and very soft “pp.” Though it may seem like an 
ex ra refinement, it would be well ii the teacher en¬ 
deavored to subdivide each of these five into the minor 
gradations, thus making an aggregate ot fifteen various 
intensities, a number not by any means impossible to 
the sonorous wires of the modern grand piano. 
d. Time color, which is the speqial and peculiar pre¬ 
rogative of the orchestra, may in some slight Bense be 
cultivated upon the piano, since it is possible to prodace 
tones in which suavity and sweetness are prominent and 
others in which stinging, tingling, silvery metal-clang is 
predominant. The chief exercise, however, for the piano 
student's mind and ear must lead toward the recogni¬ 
tion and rigid exclusion of all impure, hars^Tand sensu¬ 
ously ogly vibrations ‘ An effort should be made to keep 
attention well fixed upon the Bounds elioited daring all 
practice and, second, to train the mind in receiving, re¬ 
cognizing, and classifying the audible impressions deliv¬ 
ered at the doorway of the ear. Many special devices 
have been suggested along thiB line, and to no part of 
-musical education could thoughtful inquiry be directed 
with more advantage. The grafted fruit is the beat. Let 
us upon th£ sturdy stem of mechanical drudgery graft 
the choice and budding twig of musical imagination. 
rtetim J* Omi rota* of arqooinwd 
tb» t#odi*g priMtpt** of aiotor *rt» fcS*h»*a*d 
to b«ti*r work in otw own breach. 
/ bdtro* that astro display Is of little moment. A* 
the quiet stream* are naailly the drepwrt, so tbs rowd- 
dan's life must not be to simply splash on the surface. 
/ beliere that at the Church is the real foster-mother 
of masse, so it ought to sanction only works of a high 
order. 
1 believe in the practical and moral advantage of learn¬ 
ing how to subordinate one’s views, by studying the idle 
of accompanist 
I believe in punctuality and regularity in tny ordinary 
engagements. 
Ibeliroe in being courteous to my fellow-laborers. 
I believ^Xn' devoting at least as much time to the 
emotional as to the technical work. The province of 
mnsic'oaght to lie more in the world of thought than in 
that of mef-e passing, sensual (gratification. 
I believe in the forgiveness of our failures, if we re¬ 
gard them as a warning to nee more care for the future. 
I believe in the communion of good teachers whereby 
interchange of thought acta to each other’s ultimate ben¬ 
efit. 
And I believe in the evejjasting life—i. e , I be perma¬ 
nent good for the whole human race—of every fine and 
noble work that has been brought forth by the great 
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I believe in mhsic as a divine gift, inspiring man to 
thoughts of the good, lofty, and be&ntifhl, and helping 
him on the road to true happiness. 
I believe that he who is a priest in th'ifTfcmple of Art 
ought to use every legitimate effort to obtain adherents to 
this high standard of belief. ^ 
I believe in having every child encouraged to sing, and, 
if possible, fcobe taught the elements of music. All art 
is a disciplin&ggn of the mind. 
I believe infie doctrine of workuwhereby alone one 
.can be ofpse tcbone’s fellow men. 
I believe in the early development of ear-training, at¬ 
tention to phrasing, and all that tends to make the pupil 
something more than a mere musical box. 
/ believe in the duty of studying all forms which 
serve to build up aft, but I believe in giving attention to 
the outward signs, in order to point out what is implied 
by them. ^ 
I believe in listening attentively to good mnsic of every 
kind: songs, instrumental-solos,—especially chamber 
musio, and orchestral symphonies. Also in advancing 
the cause of music by attending lectures and conventions 
and reading the best grikde* in cur musical journal*. 
7 believe that the musician should be cosmopolitan in 
tho choice of *ludy-pieces for bis pupil*. He *h.o 
constantly tramps iHo same.road, sees little of the move¬ 
ments of the outside world. 
7 b*M<w in doing my utmost u> fester the imagination, 
m without this ft ft any hi* h realisation in art ts impos¬ 
sible. 
t btlifrx »» awrltioic. whenever poesibU, inspiration 
from the wo#hi«f» of nature. 
Thb Lancet has published an article on the ‘pathol¬ 
ogy of the Musical Prodigy,” writes a correspond^-oT-^ 
t^ie American Register, of Paris, and declares that there 
is not an instance on record in which true greatness has 
been attained by the “ forcing system,” to wfciq$. it \ 
affects to believe the prodigy is subjected. Now, be- ^ 
yond a few generalities and some bold assertions easy of 
disproof, not a scrap of evidence has been advanced to 
show that pianoforte playing is injurious to a boy ; 
while, on the other side, there ia abundant evidence 
that thejjpod'gy pianists enjoy excellent health. 
Theroll of honor teems with the nameB of grea$ musi¬ 
cians who began life aa musical prodigies. Take, fer 
example, Madame Schumann, one of the finest of living 
pianists, who came out at Leipaic as a prodigy of eight 
as far back as 1828, and is still a busy teacher. Take 
Liszt, who appeared at Oldenburg in 1820 as a prodigy 
of less than bine, and at the tolerably ripe age of seven¬ 
ty fonr played the piapo in London in a manner which 
we all know. Take Rubinstein, who had a concert tonr 
before he was ten ; Joachim, who made hik d6but,«t 
Pesth atl&e mature age of seven; Arabella Go^d^rd, 
who at six became a pnpil of Kalkbrenner, ana had to 
practice for two hours a day; or, if it be desirable to go 
further back, take Clementi, who was a ohurch organist 
when £e was nine; or, instancing a few leading men of 
the present time, Mr. F. H. Cowen, who published his 
first waltz at the age of six ; Sir Arthur Sallivan, who 
played the clarinet as a boy, and published an anthem 
when he was thirteen; Sir John Stainer, who was or¬ 
ganist of 8t. Benediot and St. Peter at thirteen; and 
Dvdi&k, who played the fiddle in his native village as a 
boy of seven. 
That the close study of music does not hurt even the 
very young is- further exemplified by the number of 
eminent men, from Lloyd, Maas, and Sims Reeves 
downwiard, who hare been choir boy*. If the Lancet, 
or any other paper, has tf^arplas sympathy for the 
young, it might be employed for tho benefit of tiny 
errand boys, who labor ten hours a day for loss than os 
many shillings a we^k.—The Leader. 
In their first learning of note* they shall be taught the 
groat purpose of music, which is to aay a thing that yoa 
mean deeply, in the strongest and dearest possible way; 
sad they ftholl never be taught to sing.what they don't 
mean. They shall be able'to sing •merrily when they are 
happy, and earnestly when they are sad. 
169 THE ETUDU. ° W ■ ' ‘ 
a Jimu&i’K.u bjuxob ar mso yeaohixo. 
fr it is tree that ia thb history of aa art a period of crea¬ 
tive pfodactkiu u followed by « f&riod of theoretical 
analysis-, it is equally trud that with this analytical 
spirit goes hand iu band an iiu^-eased pedagogical 
activity. It will scamdy bo disputed that to tho Iasi 
few decades the prerogative pedagogic may fitly bo 
applied. For the tendency to discover new ways of im¬ 
parting executive proficiency has never before in the 
history of musio been equalled. Such indeed bos boon 
the advance made in this direction that it has bocomo 
pbssible for individuals of not more than average apti¬ 
tude to secure a degree of finger ejextority formerly with¬ 
in the reach of only a few exceptionally gifted virtuosi. 
This, however cannot be said to fully otnbrnoo all 
that which the now prevailing art of teaching has added 
to the transmitted time-worn systems of instruction, tion is inadequate to fully convey the intentions of the 
The term Technio has become enlarged in quite an- composer cannot exonerate the teacher for leaving an¬ 
other direction. Not mere dexterity, namely, is its done what by proper means might be accomplished, 
present object, but thanks to the combined tffjrts of This very excuse is the strongest argument why he 
many, among whom the American fraternity of teachers, should supplement what is wanting. 
Mason at head, Blands foremost, technic has come to In the coarse of the instruction hour, this can be done 
to mean, over and above mechanical skill, the ability to in two ways. By illustration through actual perform- 
produce all tone shades necessary to interpretation in its ance, and by communication of the general roles, or 
highest sense, to prodacV|Jin other words what we all principles, governing expressive interpretation. That 
know as Musical Toach. the best results will follow if the two means are com- 
Bat is the final goal already reached^when we have bined, will scarcely be doubted- Since, however, Ihe 
imparted to the young art disciple the Ability to perform professional teacher, only in rare instances, can com- 
ki a faultless manner passages bristling with difficul- maud the time to keep at his fingers’ end a repertory 
ties, and to draw from the chary piano a deep soulful comprising the entire list of his teaching pieces, and 
tone?- We have provided him, it ia true, with the tools, since one or even a repeated hearing of a selection 
toil «Ju> iW kie pU.fiu# i* a*4~~- 
at«4t*w kilo par**adtaf kimoilf tko* k* bo* A*** *11 *A« 
okami* ju hi* pvct-'Mtiet a n»w piasw. PvrkapHt k+ 
will oo&aole himself by tha fs*4 bojs* that a* mho* 
future time the pepiT* bo touched by the fife- 
glvieg breath of music's power j that lhe eealat pur- 
chance will fall from his xpiritnaf eyes, and lie darks*** 
be turned into light. Mow, or when, th>* miracle shall 
take place he little trouble* himself about. Sometime*, 
if the pupil can ho prevail?<1 open to bring himself un¬ 
der the constant influence of good musio well interpreted, 
tho dormant seed may be fructified, his musical injogina¬ 
tion may begin to expand and to gain strength. Bat 
how fow are these musically converted 5 and how many, 
on tho other side, are tho musically dead in spirit 1 
Why not extend tho guiding hand to tho weak? Why 
not offer him tho staff, artificial and slender as it may 
bo, whereon to try the first tentative steps ? Why leave 
to ohance what by painstaking care can be safely prede¬ 
termined? Sorely the excuse that our system of nota¬ 
r --1 — — — —-I 
the most excellent that can be imagined, for higher in 
terpretation. And yet, after all, how utterly helpless in 
so many cases is he to put to actual use what has been 
acquired by his long and arduous labor. He possesses 
the tools, but, alas, he does not know how to handle 
them. His fingers have the ability to produce melody, 
real expressive melody; but the mind, which in\he last 
would not be sufficient to impress upon the pupil’s mind 
more than the mere general emotional tone of the piece, 
oral communication suggests itself as the most practic¬ 
able and the most time saving expedient through which 
to reach the end in view. 
These rales may be^fiivided into two classes; those 
iott» oa oiu i u  ; o n  t which deal with rhythmical fluctuations, and those that 
instance determines the artistic character^ a perfor- "Meal with dynamical nuances. For in the right distribu- 
mance, ia unable to dictate to them that which constitutes tion of rhythmical and dynamical light and shade alone 
expression, because it has not been taught what it is that differs an expressive interpretation from the merely cor- 
constitutes expression. rect rendition. That the dynamical shading is in a great 
And can expression be taught, it will be asked? Ib measure an indispensable requirement of expnMive 
not mnsical feeling a divine Bpark, a free gift, laid down playing is generally recognized. Botl, howevenffies- 
ra the infant’s cradle, or then forever denied? To this cendoes and decrescendoes, aa well as accents, Sd not 
must be replied that the highest excellency in any avenue to be employed in a haphazard way, but are largely de- 
of human activity can never be reached by teaching pendent on the direction of the melodic motion.: is- 
olone. No amount of instruction can make a great'phi- cending sequences, be they of. a melodic character, or 
losopher, a great poet, or a great statesman. Bat from merely brilliant ornamental passages, are interpreted by. 
is it does not follow that a child of only ordinary en- the mind as a removal from a normal level, an increase^ 
dowment c*nnot be taught to think logically, to com- of effort, and are accordingly rendered with increasing 
pose a good letter, or have a sound opinion in matters strength. Descending sequences, identified with an ap- 
o politics. L the highest excellency ia beyond the ken proach toward a point of departure, a relaxation of 
ot instruction, a reasonable amount of proficiency can effort, are given with diminishing strength. This rule, 
moat assuredly be attained by wise and persistent train- the most fundamental and the most widely applied role 
ing, and where there is existing a'native germ, however of musical expression, holds good of melodic motion in 
i *ppareDtly’ lb® solicitous hand of the its narrower and in its most extended meaning. Each 
s ijed gardener may in time produce a beautiful motive has its melodic dynamic climax, centering geaer- 
°TkI ♦ ir ♦ , , • highest note,^ which, therefore, must be 
e tasEto arouse the latent emotional faculties, it brought into stronger relief. Each phrase again reaches 
nee a hardly be said, is not without difficulty. Musical * climax on a more extended scale, whioh is confined 
eeling. it is clear, pannot through word* be directly im- not only to Us highest note, bat to its highest motive, 
part? , although a suggestive title, or a well adapted Sudden accents likewise, usually indicated by visible 
poetical picture may often prove of much help in im- signs if demanded, are found to fall with preference on 
pressing on the pupil's mind at leastthe general character the highes notes of melodic groups. Instance* which 
of the prevailing mood. But wherever this is notpracti- kU to conform to this role are comparatively few, and 
cable, ad. ffdrentcourM mart ho pursued. And thiscourse »n no wise detract from its value os air almost unfailing 
oormrt* in eqdoavonog to make the pupil’s performance, to natural and effective rendition. 
£.7d^-wh 0Mibl° l,ke With «««* * fluctuation* of tempo, it U nece«sary to 
fejn“ri“r"<ibt*i°,oao- ■••wu«.•• -wia,-L^ 
Rm Km* i ,V L . P»jdn* with * uniform drgreo ofloudoe**. There i* 
? m ^ W h* W*** ******* M the saying *oe*. no murie without u«,o - but no more 
“7“** ”• -*«*». * «>«««» to ,«*W «• U»r. u rxprr»i» «».«,( 
rikm* it* A 
«i «tw or xm gvjarreiiy 
W ti^sly pvctoejped, ec tiuu it* relative ii 
<Amh brtwgirt a*d pwc*»v#d by the tinvhfrr. That 
tits prctoogatiuu U only mmulc. an almost imperceptible 
liagvriog, cqualiMd, mwaowr, in most cases by slightly 
•ocvUrotiog the 1ms important oaembers of the group,— 
nerd* be espscistly emphasised^ Again, isolated and 
brilliant ascending pasuge* require an increase in speed 
a* well a* an increa«e in londnew, while deecending 
passage* of the tame character become more impretsive 
if slightly retarded. Ascending ipelodio sequence*, 
however, are freqnenlly rendered with increatiDg breath ‘ 
aa they approach the melodic climax 
It becomes of importance when giving these general 
directions, and others j^bteh apply to special cares 
merely, to call the pupil s attention to the fact that, 
while they convey a broad truth, they still apply with 
greatest force to slow lyric movements. In rapid pieces 
the rhythmical propensities predominate to a degree 
which' make a frequent interruption of the rhythmichL/ 
current, amounting to a violent baulking of the expecta¬ 
tion, degenerate into mere carioatnre. This, however, 
must not be taken as impairing in any way the intrinsic 
value of these rules. Expressive music in the true 
sense, that is to say,’music which possedkes that Bpeak- 
ing quality which seta the innermost fibers of our beiDg 
to vibrating, which aeems to become the utterance of the 
hearer more than the utterance bf the peTiormer or com¬ 
poser,—expressive music aa we find it in a Beethoven 
adagio or in a Chopin nocturne, is with preference in 
alow time. So far, then, from detracting from thrir value, 
they are merely limited to their proper sphere, where 
they are of the most signal importance. 
All fluctuations, moreover, be they rhythmical or 
dynamical, are relative. A crescendo prescribed in a 
passionate movement may within the brief space of a few * 
mea8ure» cArry us from the most delicate pianissimo to 
the most tempestuous climax. The same in a tranquil 
piece demands merely a subdued mezzo forte. The pro¬ 
longation of a note of great melodic weight likewise 
may be quite considerable in a slow piece, while the 
Bame amount of retardation in a rapid movement would 
betray ill taste. Discretioh, therefore, in the nse of 
these nuances, basedj)n>-clear recognition of the rela 
tive importance of the parts conspiring to a whple, must 
be the chief aim of a study of expression. No doubt it 
ia a laborious task to lead a pupil so that he may dis- * 
criminate where, and in what proportion, to employ 
rhythmical and dynamical light and shade. Bat by pro¬ 
fuse and detailed illustration on special instances, his 
niind in time learns to feef intuitively what treatment 
each passage requires; and this once reached, it is only 
■ a short ril;ep to the acquirement of free, spontaneous ex¬ 
pression. 
One danger, however, is sure to prove fatal to the at¬ 
tainment of an impressive style of playing, namely, the 
-pernicious habit to seWct pieces which are technically 
beyond the pupil’s ability, and whose contents are be¬ 
yond his'mental grasp. Perfectly correct rendition of 
all difficulties of technic, phrasing, etc., is absolutely 
indispensable before the study of expression can be un¬ 
dertaken with the least semblance of pnccess. As long 
as the mind ia preoccupied by the details of execution 
there can be no hope that the inner meaning will folly 
reveal itself. A surplus of mental force must be reserved 
for the higher seithetical faculties in order, to seerfre 
artistic interpretation. But if this danger ia studiously 
avoided^ond the coarse here indicated faithfully and 
persistently punned, the half hidden spark of musical 
feeling slumbering in every true lover of musio will in 
time surely be kindled into a bright flame. The ranks 
of “advanced players,” we candot conceal it from our¬ 
selves, will thereby become thidfied. But, after all, what 
ho* advanced playing m currently understood to do with 
mnsic—diu*ic pure and simple? 
Lo*l yesterday, eomewhere between cnoriee and 
•aneet, two golden hour*, each set with sixty diamond 
mitmiaa. No reward offered, for they are gone forevar.” 
— Horae* itaxuu 
HOW to 8000&EB IS UUBIO ttiiOHISa. 
Otf 0. V. kLXtU. 
Tuts srtiola i* written nut foe tho ffew fortunate *iut 
gifted teachers who h«v*> wet with inoce** in their own 
ways and method# of tepchthg, but for the thou entitle of 
well quell fled but poor end struggling teachers in our 
•matter cities end town*, who feel the! they ere not sno- 
eesaful end who wieh to know how to got, end—having 
rotten them—how to keep mimic pupils, to so internet 
them that thotr raasia study wil^ bo * pleasure to thorn, 
end at the umo time to plea*# their parents and make 
them feel that their money is woll spent. For the benefit 
of ihf*w* teachers I will tell ol a way which h&s proven 
successful with mo in keeping a class thus interested and 
the parents always in he:atony with the work. 
In the first place l endeavor to bo generous. Parents 
are quick to appreciate any little generosity winch may 
be shown them both in money matters and in time, and 
act oocasional odd lesson coming perhaps at vacation 
time, which I_bave given free and not oh&rged to the 
regular account, or a little extra time on the lesson hour, 
baa always been appreciated. I have in mind one 
teacher—a most excellent musician—who never, if pos¬ 
sible, gave more than the exact money’s worth ; charged 
her pupils full price for their sheet music and Btndies, 
and showed in many ways that money was the prime 
object in her teaching; conse^aently she could never 
keep her pupils for any length of time, and after trying 
several different cities and towns, always meeting with 
the same result, finally gave up her teaching entirely. 
One thing to which I attribute the goodly share of 
euccess which I think has been mine in music teaching, 
is my Theory and Harmony Class, which meets every 
Saturday morning from eleven to twelve o’olock, and is 
free to all pupils of about fourteen years of age and 
under. They each come with a blank music book in 
which & harmony exercise is written, the smaller ones 
writing simple chordp, intervals, scales, etc. It takes 
but a few moments to look over these exercisi^, cross 
out the mistakes and have them corrected, the same 
exercise to be transposed into different keys until 
thoroughly understood, and a short exercise assigned 
to be written at home for the next lesson. The pupils 
are not required to buy a harmony book, bat exercises 
are taken from a number of different harmony books 
that I have in my music room. After the regular har¬ 
mony work a few moments are devoted to ear training. 
Several notes, short runs, arpeggios, etc., are played 
upon the piano, the pnpils all listening; then certain 
ones called upon to write the same upon the blackboard. 
Some of the little ones pick fhis up very quickly, and 
after humming over the notes will write them correctly 
the first time. 
Then there are usually a few events in the life of some 
great musician written upon the board to be copied by 
all the pnpils in their blank books, and studied during 
the week, to be qnestioned upon the following Saturday 
morning; also, lists of musical terms, the definitions to 
be written out by the pupils, then the terms erased and 
supplied again by the pupils, according to the definitions. 
Then come questions and answers from one pupil to 
another in regard to events in the life of any composer 
ihey may have studied 5' photographs of all the old 
master*^being at hand, add to the interest, A short 
article is sometimes read aloud to the pupils from Tbs 
Etcde, or musical anecdote from some oC the works at 
hand. 
Of coorae, all these things may not come up overy 
“ Theory Day," but as many different exercises as pos- 
•ibl* are U&n up in the first half or three-quarters of hn 
hoar Then, if the work has been well done and the 
questions an*w*red promptly, tho rest of the time is 
devoted to some musical game. I have several different 
kinU of *• Musical Authors," also “ Musical Dominoes,’* 
l AlUg?*odo." etc., which the pupils take the greatest 
■"delight i« playing. tb»s learning wttkwoi effort some- 
th*af aboat cnnwceJ and acquiring a knowledge 
of n*usfanl history quite verpririe*. flams'of my little 
talk aafcfJmf th «&.««,tv#« about the jpwal tfeueimeos 
fa a MAAUtty way. «.*4 y*4 it ha* all been learwed 
uav yoetMowiy 05$ i» a ftoatotfel way, while tweoy *x>n\4 
T FI E ETUDE 
have it*.? fc»*« r«qtti*e4 m «udy the «•*«* ***** **!*&$*& £4#** ©* p*?**1* £■«**&<*•*£ 
am •>! some hunk. 4 mwbm betworo parent and 
My pupils always wmo promptly to ih« Theoty CW#, towcWr to a Ybwparent want* the tilld ttwglit 
are *el4t>m absent or oven late j they come with bright, pieqsMt, and 1M&9* thk Vht flftytft of piWw in 
happy faces and set to work with the *te*3«*i sa#*jy4--- UJanaltfakshU fatoffoaga, The pieces will probably be of 
they have perfect freedom in the Theory room,' hot Uul« the stamp of the following:, which the mother of one of 
my pupils brought to me recently t ** Siegers Grand talking is done until the harmony rx«roiaes are all writ¬ 
ten and corrected ; so anxious are they to get to the more 
interesting blackboard w6rk, questions and answers, 
oto.. And with the prospect of a game at the end if the 
work ie well done, tljey work like little beavers. 
I think no one would have doubted the success of a 
Theory Claes conducted upon this plan, could he have 
looked in upon my class last Saturday morning; some 
of the little ones, in their eagerness to work rapidly and 
well, had slipped from their chairs, dropped upon their 
March j ” “Peaches and Cream Walt*;” “Silvery 
Waves,” and " Malden’s Prayer.” Such sweetmeats— 
adulterated trash—will never make a musician. Yet this 
desire is the logical outcome of the false idea of the 
parent. The one thing is dependent on the other. 
Plainly if the disease lies with the parent, then with the 
parent must begin the remedy. The parent’s blander 
arises from his igtforance of the true beauty of music ; 
therefore the remedy I suggest, and which will have its 
the work in hand. 
Once a month, Instead of the regular work, a “Theory 
Recital " is given it which each pupil plays Borne piece 
or 6‘.ude, usually from memory, and at the end of each 
quarter an evening “ Musicale. 
knees, pencil in hand, with the blanl^music book on the ‘jreflex action on the pupil, is, ** educate the parents.” 
door in front of them, entirely oblivious of anything but But how? Firpt, have'a confidential talk with the 
mother or father, perhaps both. I have known much 
good come of a teacher having *' good understanding 
with the parents. Let the teacher, with all the tact &Dd 
finesse at bis command,explain his aims in teaching and 
.his desire to make a good musician of his pupil. Show 
Parents and friends ore always welcome to visit the how that trashy music will nevey^ help to this end, but 
Saturday morning class and see what work is being done, good music will. The parents naturally wish their child 
That which is learned willingly is usually well learned, to get on well, and also wish to do the heat for her. Let 
and this has proven with me the most successful way of the teacher enlist their confidence and help, and all will 
teaching my pupils something about harmony, musical be well. 
history and the composers whose works they are study- Having succeeded in gaining permission to continue 
ing, at the same time making the work enjoyable. And instruction in his own way, the teacher willUend all his 
that it iB enjoyable is very evident, one little girl remark: energies to his pupil. Educate eye, ear, and hand. 
ing the other day thatshe.could “ hardly wait for Theory 
Day to come,” and the rest seem equally interested. 
The class is dismissed at twelve o’clock, but is at liberty 
to remain until half-past twelve o’clock, a liberty of which 
they are not slow to take advantage. 
The children are interested and the parent^ are* pupil. •. 
Make every piece a study. Select at firBt pieces ef de¬ 
cided rhythm and melody, and gradually lead up tj> 
higher forms of composition. Teach theory, the ele¬ 
ments of harmony. Show the innate beanties of each 
composition studied. In short, make a musician of the 
pleased; the pupils receive a fjpe leeson each week, while 
it takes hut one extra hour of the teacher’s time, which 
will not be a loss in the end, for it will bring m&ny new 
pupils. 
HOW TO BEACH THE PUPIL, 
BY KELLIE M. HAM. 
t 
idtni 
. There %r® a few way8 to more directly reach the*"’" 
parent, which may be briefly suggested :— 
1. Have descriptive recitals, which have been pre¬ 
viously described in these pages. Do not forget that a 
liking for severely classical music will not be acquired 
all at once, but mast be led np to by degrees. 
2. Qive reertsfs yourself. Let the pupils prepare short 
biographies of the composers whose works you perform.* 
Call attention to the beauties and characteristics of the 
composition. 
3. Give short lectures on musical subjects, either in 
Much good has 
been done parents in this way, especially in small towns, 
. Four It s. 
Has any teacher thought of the reasdW many parents 
have for giving their children lessons ? And t^at ttfis 
reason explains how so mnch of the teacher’s carefnl, connection withtec^tals or separately, 
conscientious work appears to be lost?  
Of fcpugsd, we, as teachers, say ” Music is the holiest where musical culture and interest are frequently at 
of arts;'It is a help in developing the emotional, sesthet- ’- 
ic, and religious nature, and should be studied to these 
ends.” But alas 1 if we ask the average parent his 
reason, what will we hear ? something after this style: 
“ Ohl I want my daughter to play in public ; " “ Music 
is a fashionable accomplishment; ” “I should like my 
daughter to be able to entertain my friends,” etc., in 
varying phrases, but all tending to one thing,—music is 
learned for the sake of display, or, as Handel’s father 
expressed it, “ mere entertainment and pleasure.” 
Now this reason is, of course, grafted into the child, 
and is productive of certain results, which are soon 
noticeable. Indeed, by these results the teacher, al¬ 
though the parent may never have stated his reason, can 
ui jvQi 
low ebb. 
4. Assist in getting np some good concerts in your 
neighborhood, and make it yonr business to see that the 
parents of your pupils as well as the pupUs themselves 
attend. Taste is greatly cultivated by hearing good 
music. If possible, give the pupils beforehand an out- 
.line of what they will hear. Afterward require their 
impressions of what they heard, and how much they re¬ 
member of it. 
5. Circulate musical literature in the homes of your 
pupils. Possibly some parenta will subscribe for Thx 
Etud*. If not, lend. They will be torn ? Oh 1 yes, but 
no matter, yoo will be doing good. Require pupils to 
read certain articles. I frequently write questions which 
judge it correctly. It is a truth well known that our require IhVarticle to be read, in order to be answered 
work soon deteriorates if tho motive thereto is ignoble; correctly. Lend any mosical works, especially any of a 
and it is just as true in music. Of course, the teacher./Yacy, descriptive character. Saturate both parent and 
in beginning instruction, will try to cultivate the ear pupil with musical knowledge and ideas. ‘ Do not for- 
and inner musical sense. He will place importance on get to' call on the parents occasionally,—in short,educate 
a good touch and tone production. He will try to im- the parents in ewery' possible way. Probably each 
press his pupil with a sense of the dignity, beauty, and teacher can discover tftw ways for himself, 
grandeur of music. Bat all these things are Greek to An immense amount of work ? Oh! yes, but was any* 
the parent; they cannot he displayed, so he wants none .thing worthy ever accomplished without it ? And this 
of them. What hs does want is, a few finder exercises, brings us.to the last Regard. Not money. No, it 
to bo supplemented by an unlimited diet of pieces; and can but partially recompense us for untiring vigilance, 
ho judges tho teacher’s ability hy tho number of pieces 'Bat the knowledge of hsving educated a number of in* 
the child o*« play. What wcodcr, Uwa, ihst tho dmduals who in turn will diffos* their taste and knowl* 3 
edge through tho community, and assist in raising 
wozic to a higher standard throughout the country, 
and of Sashing .smooth paths for teacher*, who may 
coma after you in future years,—*bi* is our revmrrf, 
e*d, fellow-teachera, is it not worth striving for? 
U>«cher'* oarefel effort to do true teaching is wall*nigh 
uaeleS* f H*> b»* bis pupil bat sixty .winuiee in the week 
WhsrtnA to took# an while the pervat's daily, 
hourly indaefec* ir efcUrtdl ia tb* opjxwdtA direction, 
&«**# Me. I, the child’s dofthw i* wr®**, mated hy 
. 
lu hi* iucepebtltly to ci*le the O? 
hu coutettifx ra/ics Uubitwtviti »»l absolutely sincere. 
Tho wtere fzet ol bta a.hnowledgtng this Incapability 
actual If sht'Wa the honraty of his character and convlc- 
tiona, since it was a bravo tiling for a mao of hia position 
to fly tn thti face of tho Acknowledged and cheriahod 
ld**aa of hi# contemporaries, if for no other reason liiau 
(or fear of ridicule; and K ibinstcm was not a mao to 
brave ridicule if he could by any moans honorably es¬ 
cape it. 
Rubinstein himself was sometimes puzzled, even 
rnoro than were others, by his antipathy to tbo music of 
his chntem^uraries; and ouce, when di*cussing this 
question, he «A^d to me, " I cannot understand it or my¬ 
self. I can seemingly explain it only by supposing I contempt. *• He is a cot^dian.” 
ing of tfca » hr walking rathu^aito ; sod it was 
©Jtwo d fflcwJt fwv the#* bfwid* him to »<vpo»d to the ex 
oheraut force of bis delight, *0 greWai>d couuouous 
was it. 
Tho famous C Major Symphony of Schubert, the 
greatest ol the Beethoven aympbomee, with eome piece* 
of Mozart and Schumann, were to him never failing 
sourer* of pure delight. In contradistinction to ihif, it 
waa really a study to watch him sit out a piece of Wsg- 
ner's with head bent, immovable, remaining indifferent 
to the excuempot of those around him. 
It was strange that, >ke Chopin, Rubinstein had an 
antipathy toXirzt. 
" Liszt 1” said Rubinstein to me once, with a shrug of 
L \ 
RUBINSTEIN: THE MAN AND T0E MUSICIAN. 
BY ALEXANDER tfcARTHUR. 
With the death of Anton Rubinstein has been broken 
one of the last and strongest links binding us to the mu¬ 
sical history of the middle and early parts of this cen¬ 
tury. As a child in PariB, Rubinstein met and played 
to Chopin. Aa a youth in Berlin he knew, personally, 
Mendelssohn and Meyerbeer. .Liszt and Glinka were 
his intimate friends all through manhood. Tschaikow- 
sky may be said to have Btudied under^him at the St.^ 
Petersburg Conservatory. And in theRixties and sev¬ 
enties, when Rubinstein traveled from city to city like a 
conquering hero, here prodneing his operas, there en¬ 
thralling the hearts of thousands by his unparalleled 
playiDg, he was living and working through the same 
years that Baw the recognition of Wagner’s extraordi¬ 
nary genius. - y # 
- Rubinstein's fascinating personality was welcomed on 
all sides. In the conrt life of Russia he played a prom¬ 
inent part, directing the amateur forces of the brilliant 
and gifted Russian aristocracy that formed aooterie sur-. 
roQoding the Grand Duchess Helen; aod in the art life 
of 8t. Petersburg he was one of the governing spirits. 
Outside of Russia, in every city of Europe hia genius 
quickly won him recognition, and with the exception of 
Liazt 00 other musician of the century was so sur¬ 
rounded by men and women of grains and position. 
Notwithstanding this, aod the consequent catholicity 
and broadness of ideas which one would imagine should 
follow, as a musician, or perhaps it is better to say as a 
musical thinker, Rubinstein wassingnlarly old-fashioned 
aod non progressive in his ideas. 
His veneration for thexclaasics was almost fanatical, 
and for him the last word had been said in music when 
Chopin laid down his pen. In the genius of his con¬ 
temporaries he had absolutely no belief. The composi¬ 
tions of Berlitz he considered wild and onsatiafactory ; 
Wagner he disliked Liszt aa a composer had no place 
in tua respecl; and he looked askance at Tschaikowsky. 
Kcmccbberiug Rubinstein's position aa a composer, at 
fir»t glance a certain sequence of idea* would lead one 
to tu*pect that the Inevitable jealousy commonly sup* 
poeed to exist between “ two of a trade" «u at' the 
bottom of ih 1R. Bat any such suspicion wrong* Robin- 
•twin. Ha »m not a man of that sort. PorMoor year* 
l siod»»d hv* mode* of thought aod character mtouiely. 
1 u* hiaj in many trying positions, aod Wax nf'en stir- 
p-n«*d tn 6nd how little oatjud# thing*. eepreiaJly pot-' 
4t*»a/Wd tb* «rr«ttity of h»* enartetiowa, 
and how ir*« he »m ?»<>«» thee* and 
w««k o)«>t.Me tew evftaa taap>4 ie the eharacser of 
jT**i az •ueell- 
was bjrn too soon or too late 
The real explanation lies, however, in the fact that 
Rubinstein's genius was essentially lyrical and subject¬ 
ive. He never tried to paint^the human emotions in 
tone-colors, as Wagner did. He invariably saDg about 
them, and of them, without ever thinking of creating 
their musical prototypes. With him it was Bong first 
and song last and song always. Therefore, he differed 
from Wagner and failed to understand him. 
It was a sabject Rubinstein’s intimate friends fre¬ 
quently discuseed with him, and many were the battles 
fought in the cause. On one occasion he grew posi¬ 
tively angry, and cried out, with his usual impatient Voss 
of the head :— 
“ Yoo find it good ; I do not. Wagner has sent music 
to.the devil and to chaos. He has been original at the 
In Rubinsteins eyes, to be a comedian was the great¬ 
est of all sins. Of all men he bated deeply anything in¬ 
sincere or false. Time and time again be spoiled his own 
artistic success by reaBOn\>f his bluntnees apd outspoken¬ 
ness. Anything that Rubinstein ever said to yon— 
provided always yon were not a woman, and the speech 
a compliment—yoa could rely upon as cemin* straight 
from his heart, and as being absolutely the mirror of his 
feelings. He could not He or prevaricate, nor could be 
even utter the conventional falsehoods of every-day so¬ 
cial life. 
Lifzt, a brilliant man of the world and a born cour¬ 
tier, was the direct antithesis of this. No human 
being, even his most intimate friends, could ever be mre 
of List’s real feelings. Only when he made sacrifice?, 
great and Doble sacrifices,—such sacrifices as only Lifzt 
expense of true art, and alPwho follow him—since not could'make, could one be sure of them. Bat the real 
one in a thousand will have his cleverness—will find Liszt was an enigma and & puzzle. He never forgot the 
themselves in the end only doomed to wander in a wil- w°rld; therefore his words and a&ioDB were more or 
derness of barrenness and darkness. Their labor* will lee8 ®ll spoken and arranged for the gallery. All his 
produce nothing that can live. As for this motive busi- P°®ed, posed excellently; and it was this 
ness yon all rave over, what is it? Where is its beauty marked .characteristic of his personality that made Ru- 
Can one call it art? Must a singer come on the binstein, near as were the relations of the two great art- 
boards with his photograph pinned off his breast in the 
shape of a motive ? No, and again no. It is false; aud 
so I can only regard it.” 
When it comes to a matter of opinion emphatically 
expressed by a great,man, all arguments must cease,' 
since of &11 things a great man’s rooted opinion is most 
difficult to remove ; the more one works at it, the closer 
it seems to stick. This was certoinly^o in Rubinlftig’B 
case. He disliked Wagner intensely, and was sidHere in 
his dislike. It was a positive pain for him to see nis pu¬ 
pils or those who surrounded him become Wagner en¬ 
thusiasts; and enthusiasts all who admire Wagner are 
bound to become. I have many times seen him'sit at 
the symphony concerts in perplexed wooder, listening 
to the thundering applause that followed a Wagner num¬ 
ber. * He seemed unable to grasp the reason, and surely 
there was absolutely no sham in his dislike: it came 
from his very bouI. 
It must, however, be remembered that against Wagner 
the man and Wagner the composer—even when half 
ists at one time, distrust him. 
Aniipatty is one of the most curious and inexplicable 
attributes of the human character. When it arises from 
nationality, it is stronger than reason and stronger than 
will—it defies explanation ; )but very often we can trace 
the beginning of an sntip^tey in one great man toward 
another to some careless or thoughtless action in youth, 
end such I think was the case in that of Rubinstein. 
" Asa boy Liszt was Rubinstein's ideal.. In his m# niter 
of q^iDg his bunds, sitting at the pianoforte, and tossing 
back bis h&ir, Robinstein imitated emhuaiaatically the 
great Hungarian pianist; and when he’found himself 
next to pep.niless in Berlin on the death of his father, 
and forced to shift for himself to gain daily bread, be 
hastened to Vienna to find Liszt, believing that the lat¬ 
ter would acknowledge the kinship of art between them, 
and put him on the highway to recognition and fortune. 
As it happened. Rubinstein must have arrived ai an in¬ 
opportune moment; for Ifiezt dismissed the jbong artist 
with the assurance that he must make his waj unaided, 
Europe was abusing him—Rubinstein never ottered a which was certainly cold comfort to one whom very 
rord. He was utterly above this. He was one of the 
few artists whose personal dislikes were limited. It-was 
against Wagner.the innovator and teacher that he spoke. 
To Rubinstein art was essentially a cause, aod genius 
was great only when it laid a stepping-stone fbr those 
who followed. A great name had no.attractions for 
him. He thought it greater to be the founder of the 8t. 
Petersburg Conservatory than to be Rubinstein the 
pianist-composer. In thia he was essentially unselfish 
and locking in egotiem. Therefore, when he waxed 
wroth against Wagner, it was simply because he be¬ 
lieved Wagner’s influence pernicious for the future of 
art. 
For the famous composers of tho latter half of the last 
century and the beginning of this,—Qsydn, Mozart, 
Beethoven, Mendelssohn, Schubert, Glinka, Schumann, 
and Chopin, including the father and forerunner of all, 
Ihfl itnmorUl Johann SobasUan liach, — Rubinstein had 
a pn*iu«n adoration. Ii wm a lovely (btog u> tee him 
«ojoy*ihoir marie. B>* ini«a»e ploaeoro van ■really rare 
to *iib«w. He tw(h*4 <0 si joy with every nerve *ttd 
fihvf of hi# Hi* whole turijr vibrated, a# it ware, 
to «h* rhythm of the pieces Throughout the playing his 
• isUwaUom <*ff{oy were e^-ompanted with a brighter- 
hunger had driven to seek protection, especially as Liszt 
himeell had received hospitality at the hands of the Ru¬ 
binsteins in Moscow.' Of course, Luzt did not mean to 
act cruelly, and later, when be found Rubinstein living 
in an attic in dire poverty, he atoned for all this; but 
youthful impressions are strong.and the young Russian's 
sensitive feelings had been wounded loo deeply fc^cix'fe. 
Hence, probably, his antipathy. Later in life all proofs 
of friendship on Liszt’s part were unavailing. In dire 
ilty Lifzt had failed him, and Rubinstein did not 
forget it, nor could anyh ng make him believe in the 
sincerity of the great Hungarian artist. 
There is no doubt, also, that at times Liszt wzs capa¬ 
ble of great hauteur in hts dealings wiTlf bis brother art- 
fats: and it was this, undoubtedly, that canted tho split 
in thv Chopin Liszt friendship. Chopin could not stand 
Li'ii’n meddl ng with his compositions, and Lust w» 
onpaidt uably rgolfaucal in ihic It displayed itself »n 
*no< her* form teward Rubinstein—that of criticism. 
Li'at prtbsbly meant well toward tbo joong Roasian 
composer, and his advice was ai all times excellent ; boi 
the ncniovaWe boo tent of too# throesboui keenly in- 
noy*d Rubitsaleio ; all the mo-r# #0. a* be had ttitto faith 
in Lists’* criucistn. Of eocr##, the result wo* iwwjjable. 
— CmSu-ry Nopasi**. 
(OlMlwtM *> ***** ) 
Sweet and U*w,*KHMS* and low, 
’ Wimlof the »«rt»rn #«►«. 
Low, low,breathe aiut blow. 
Wind of the WMtftrii *e»! 
Otw the rolling water# go. 
Come from the dying moon, and blow, 
Blow him again to znej 
While my little one,while my pretty one, sleeps. 
✓ 
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A LETTER TO PARENTS. 
BY SUVlkD VOM tbkl.UVt). 
Fxtusru convinced that all parents are anxious to 
know ou what depends the musical progress of their 
children, 1 venture to offtta the following synopsis of the 
requisite* of success : Progtcai is not always in direct 
proportion to the physical and mental capacities'of the 
pupil; on the contrary, it happons frequently tbnt highly 
gifted children soon tire of continuing music lessons And 
take to singing, or to belaboring the violin, mandoline or 
—tho banjo, whilo those loss talented, with an equal love 
for mnsio, but possessing less vanity and more perse¬ 
verance, become an ornament to society and an overflow¬ 
ing source of pleasure to themselves and the home they 
call their own. 
These are the requisites of success: 
1. Lora for Mosio. j 
It is desirable that parents have it, or at least one of 
them ; such being the case the child will get instruction 
for music's sake, for its ennobling influence on his mind, 
and not merely for the purpose of comiDg up to the stand¬ 
ard of society—of playing Liszt and Chopin. It is, how* 
ever, absolutely necessary that the pupil himself has it—a 
love to foster which is the sacred duty of both parents and 
teacher. This love must be developed and nurtured by 
guarding the child against contaminating influences of 
bad music and of place vtfli ere bad music is made. 
Music is much like literature ; it may be J>ad in its tend¬ 
ency, or the subject though worthy may be poorly worked 
out. Both have a pernicious influence; the latter per¬ 
haps the worst. The selection of. music belongs to tt$ 
teacher ; for he alone knows what is good and within 
the limits of his pupil’s power. 
2. A Good Teacher. 
Do notlistenyto the recommendation of your friends or 
acquaintances ; they all imagine they know the best or 
perhaps the cheapest teacher; their opinion la always 
more or less one-sided; but go direct to the teacher 
who charges the highest price ; if you cannot afford to 
engage him ask him to send you a teacher of his selec¬ 
tion ; good teachers never recommend their cousins or 
“friends,” but those whom they deem worthy of the 
public's confidence A good teacher must be esteemed, 
not only for his efficiency, but also for his character. 
Efficiency and character are both equally important and 
must be of sterling quality. Once engaged, the teacher 
must be trusted and treated as any other true gentleman 
or lady. He contributes his share to moulding the char¬ 
acter of your child as well aB any other private teacher, 
and perhaps more; it is in his power to do so if not 
harassed or counteracted by your wishing him to' use 
this or that method, or to teaoh such and such a piece. 
When lessens have been missed by the teacher by the 
express wish of the .parents the latter are generally re¬ 
luctant to pay for such missed lessons. They think, 
what, shall we pay for work that has not been done? 
They do not donaider that the only loser is the teaoher, 
for by agreement he expectB to earn so tend so much a 
month or a quarter, as long at-he does not break said 
agreement by hiB own fault, but under circumstances 
Buds himself so many dollars out of pocket, though he 
was willing to give those “missed” lessons some other 
Lime. The parents, however, are just.as much less out 
of pocket at the end of the month or quarter than they 
anticipated to be had no lessons been missed. Thus 
they unknowingly save money at the expense of the 
teacher. (The mistake is that they think themeelves to 
bo the ip sera, while in reality the pupil isjlbe loser if 
the teacher docs not make up sack leeiooeT For wher- ’ 
ever there is loss on one side there must be a gain on 
th® other, and whatever is saved is gained. Such fatla- 
ctoa« notions are only to be regretted a* they often lead 
to An estrangement Utwwa the taacber and. the em¬ 
ployer. 
a. A Goon Iwmtnsttrr. 
Wbat U a good instrument ? Aft taatrqmaot that poa 
****** •**« towch. not tno light not loo heavy. Mid ih*t 
kr*p in feed tens ter about half a year. Any eon- 
Kteatio** »*«*h*v w*H tail yoet how important M (« |0 
a gwd t»4 to Art step th* w.ws-jcaj ms from 
Am km* as the pwpil Mi thek tM is ditSemlT'fe*-" 
btfghl to Wallowed, fow'wgod, to perform it before 
company. Tiber* are teacher# who, yielding to the r*- 
q*«i of parent*, select sow* briJihurt but difficult pieces 
which are, after at! the trouble taken, of no credit to the 
performers nor lo the teacher because they induce ner¬ 
vousness and, at the best, are played indifferently. In 
conclusion I should say that there ought to prevail har¬ 
mony between parents, the teacher and the child. Only 
when this threefold harmony is interrupted a change of , 
teachers may be advisable, which, otherwise, should be * 
anxiously Avoided; for it invariably involves a loss of 
time and practice. It takes very long until the new 
teacher has sounded his pupil sufficiently to decide on 
the proper stefis* tfTbe taken for his benefit and to con¬ 
tinue where his predecessor stopped. 
th« very tregteoteg. Hut how it that poreibl* II tfc* 
piam) is out ot tune and oat of repair? If yogr pUlfo 
is old, but of a fir*i*clare make, a thorough repair will 
answer the purpose, but the work mutt b* dons by a 
•killed hand—an ex part from a factory. If yon cJsoomi 
lo buy a new instrument let your teacher (whom you 
honor by your confidence in his honesty), select one for 
you according to your means ; it is belter than selecting 
one yourself, for beaides not getting it sny cheaper it 
may bo a poor instrument (with a poor action, or un¬ 
seasoned Wood'S* not keeping in tune), after all the 
praise tho vender naturally bestowed on it. That you 
have to protect it against dampness and dust is needless 
to mention.) H the teacher selects it he holds himself 
responsible. (A good way to keep your instrument in 
tune is to make arrangements with a tuner by the year.) 
4. Regularity in Lessons and Practice-Time. 
Irregularity breeds Carelessness and Carelessness 
kills Zeal. He who wishes to become a pianist knows 
no vacation. The recommencing of lessons after vaca¬ 
tion feels always awkward, and it takes a couple of weeks 
and a couple of lessons before tho pupil is againrin good 
trim. In a similar manner “missed” lessons affect 
the pupil. The same holds good in respect to lost prac¬ 
tice hours- Accidents and illness are unavoidable, but 
all other reasons for missed lessons and lost time are 
avoidable and vanish before a determination of the 
parents.' Such avoidable omissions always “ tell in the 
long run,” and many times a year or more of leeBonB 
have to be added for no other reasons but that of allow¬ 
ing the pupil to omit lesaons’or practice on account of 
holidays, picnics, parties or’litlle ailments, as headache 
or even a sore finger. . A. gore finger does not prevent a 
child-from practicing exercises with the other hand, 
studying the analysis of a piece, or taking a lesson in 
mnsioal history or musical theory. v ' 
6. Opportunity of-Hearing Good Music. 
The further the pupil advances the more important it 
becomes for him to hear good performances of good 
music. These are rarely met with in small gatherings 
in the house ofc some friend j more likely in concerts 
given by traveling artists of repate. Ik is in Europe 
where great artists are frequently inviUd_ta_piiyate cir¬ 
cles. Here they come like comets, veal a manager who 
rushes them through the large cities Recording to a pre~* of all associations march to music, and mfen are blown 
meditated time-schedule. Where there are colleges of to their graves by cornets and bass tabas. The theaters 
music or conservatories good music may be heard per- make music a special attraction, and the Italian opera 
formed by the members of the faculty or their best pnpils ^companies are the idols of the various classes of our 
selected for that purpose. In larger cities the pupil ^music loving public, 
ought to get access to oratorios and symphonies—besides Music and its professors literally owe nothing to the 
the regular opera. public ; the public, ou the contrary, are largely their 
THE LACK‘OF PUBLIO SYMPATHY FOR MU 
BIOAL ART. 
While we cannot deny that the publio are very ford 
of music, we have good reason for affirming that they 
have little,.genuine Bympafchy with art. If any musical 
incident is placed before thtim in strongly attractive 
terms, they will go ouf of curiosity, hut with no desire 
to help the undertaking along. They seem to have no 
local pride in the successful productions of our citizens ; 
but if these go abroad and become recognized celebri¬ 
ties, they pull up their shirt collars, and strut about 
with an air of magnificent importance, saying. “ That’s 
us!—we did it! ” as thoughJheir liberality had fostered 
the talent which the world admires. This is Peck* 
aniffian, to say the least of it, &,qid though it is a cheap 
salve tor consciences not easily abraded, it does not de¬ 
ceive those who have the interests of art at stake as to 
the fact of the selfish callousness of this self-satisfied 
public^to all their efforts in the cause of art* 
Consider music alone. What does not society owe to - 
the beautiful art? Half the houses in the city owe a 
large proportion of their social enjoyment to its human¬ 
izing and refining practice. In our churches, where 
once the pulpit orator was the attraction—this came 
after religion was superseded by fashion—the most sec¬ 
ular and sensuous music now is rq|ied upon as a means 
of drawing congregations to the sacred edifices. Men 
8. Playinw Before Company. 
Playing before company when properly encouraged 
impartB to the pupil confidence in his powers and infuses 
-him with fresh vigor for new efforts of progressing. 
But some precautionary measures must be taken to secure 
these resultB, for without them the pupil may either be¬ 
come utterly discouraged and wish to never have learned 
how to play, or he may overrate his powers and consider 
^imself a finished player ready to dispense with taking 
lessons and fully able to teaoh others. First of all he, 
must never play before any person without the consent 
of his teacher. Second, let him play the primo of some 
four-hand piece with his teacher for the eeoondo. 
Then practice some pretty four-band piece with 
some friend, to^b^ played before company. Then 
the teacher may give the pupil an opportunity 
to play some solo in a recital clasa of his own. Solo 
pieoes ought to be performed from memory. The 
most frequent cause of nervousness displayed' on 
such occasions is, however, the habit of looking at the 
keyboard when playing from music. The hands depend 
too much on the eye* and do never become accustomed 
to m*Mure distance*. Nervousness if a great drawback 
16 performing before an «udi«ooe. It is oauted not to 
moch by an inborn shyae** to meet ih« gas* of ewaa- 
***• end lo be criUcUod bjr them a* by the fear to break 
do»b. This tear i« IrrqseeUy **11 folded way 
spring from «*«**«. Tfc* piece chosen may be 
debtors. What little patronage has been vouchsafed has 
been grudgingly and selfishly given, for we Beriously be¬ 
lieve that no, soch thought ever entered the head of any 
one of oar citizens as to subscribe or purchase his 
ticket on the principle of encouraging or benefiting the 
cause of art.—American Art Journal, 
—Some players have a great fault of playing their 
pieces either too slow or too fast; or perhaps commence 
slow, and play quietly for a while, then, becoming excited, 
play quicker and quicker, eventually finishing with Bach 
rapidity as to destroy all proper effect. To avoid this, 
the pupil must practice even those pieces which have 
been already played well as composedly and attentively 
as when they first began to be studied ; and in so doing, 
the fingers must not be allowed to indulge their own 
fancies, or to be in the least degree inattentive, for the 
fingers are disobedient members if they are not kept 
well under subjection, and_ they are apt to run riot as 
soon as Ihsy have gained some degree of1 fluency. 
Patient practice goes for naught without artistic guid¬ 
ance. Place a-gifted child with an incompetent music 
teacher and yon destroy much that nature has doq*. 
No amount of genuine and diligent study can obliterate 
bad peace pit from the i mp.ro** to a ah) o mind of youth. 
If yoo cannot give your child the best of musical train 
- . ... log, gtv* him t»oa& Let hi* time and yonr money be 
tew 4«&ct»K ot, H »ok way sot jbare b*#« rtadted with devoted to a better fwtepfca* than the development of a 
U** owe*****? care, **d of tale defca&a. jmiwtaa) auisatoe, —Lowii Lamitar.i 
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8.K.Lr osrnoi8«, as ikpobtast faotos 
is piaso sracr. 
it i l. sima 
Ir the paying, “ It i» the mistakes whioh educate, ” i* 
true, then of great value to thb pupil i* a proper knowl¬ 
edge of these mistakes. An inexperienced teaoher is 
astounded at the false conceptions, current among the 
majority of really earnest students, regarding the essen¬ 
tials of piano playing and their proper carrying out. It 
does seem, at times, as though a mind oapable of grasp¬ 
ing and developing other difficulties is utterly at sea 
when piano study is attempted. Wrong ideas as to the 
true object sought after, wrotffcjdeae ae to what steps are 
necessary, wrong ideas as to how these steps must bo 
taken, will bo met, ear, mental processes, efforts, every¬ 
thing at fault, and, what is worse, too often a very appar¬ 
ent inability to catch the teacher's meaning when the 
proper methods are patiently and fully explained. A 
teacher once said to me, 
getting my pupils to know and 
and I do not doubt but that many Etude readers have 
thought or said the same thing. 
A most important part of ateacher's work !b criticism. 
To criticise effectively he will need to possess knowledge, 
discrimination, and tact. He will find it one of the hard¬ 
est things to do well in all bis work. And when he has 
done his best, he will too often finnan almost complete 
inability upon the part of the *£upil to profit, to any 
great extent, by his criticism. The pnpil does not know 
how to unite by reasoning two known facts. He knows 
ihem but cannot bring them into a harmonious relation¬ 
ship and use them in the discovery of other outlying 
facts and conditions. Here is an obstacle to satisfactory 
progress of formidable size. How is it to be surmount¬ 
ed? By educating the pupil's self critical faculties, be¬ 
ginning at the foundation and going systematically 
through a course of training which will develop the 
reasoning powers, enlarge the understanding, and widen 
the pupil's point of yiew. 
The mechanical difficulties of piano playing, as well 
as the intellectual, are all subject to the will. They 
may be obstinate but they will eventually yield to the 
superior force of the wilL But to this only will they yield, 
hence it is cletfr that if we expect to overcome them we 
must first train and strengthen the mental processes and 
b*i is be defitf and will raralt iftkigV** 
tauaicUktsafeip for lb® alctdca*. 
A® to the I e*a o»ly faop* Sq »«k« th* 
liovnt eo*!fe*uon* iu a paper of lbs Uegth allowvduu*, 
leaving lb® problem lo be more fnily wofked out by \ho 
reader. v. * 
In (bn first place, be sure the pupil, from tho begin¬ 
ning, JtMoms whai he know*. There is tneb * thing a* 
knowing a thing and not knowing that we do know it. 
Ground tho pTTpiHn the theory and practice of the •ob¬ 
ject, however simple it may be, and then see that be can 
explain or transmit his knowledge. Secondly, call at¬ 
tention to details, talk about observation, let the ffiSpil 
see that you notice everything, even to an ink-sporupon 
the paper. It may be well to be a little ostentatious with 
it and to follow this up with continued allusions to the 
great value of watchfulness, discrimination, perception, 
observation, or whatever you may think best to call it. 
In the third place, enlarge upon the differences between 
the good and the bad,-why one is good and the other 
bad. Show your own discrimination and explain how 
l uwj uuu l iijr cAjimiucu a - r - 
, "Mj greatest trouble lie, in 8nd nPon whot Foa bas8 1°™ l»“8meat- At the »»me 
, and appreciate what I mean,” time. ^ltirate impartiality by being impartial yourself, 
and by demonstrating how prejudice and narrowness of 
conception oan be overcome by striving to see all sides 
before'attempting to form an opinion. 
And while all this is being done with regard to general 
criticism, fill yoar pupil’s mind with the importance of 
being able to intelligently and impartially judge his own 
work. Let him covet your praises, but teach him to also 
respect his own opinions, provided he has learned to 
form them aright, showing'him that this power of form¬ 
ing correct judgments is what you are teaching him to 
do, and, above all, do your teaching in a thought-arous¬ 
ing manner. Be keqn and incisive yourself—sailing, of 
course, your method, style, language, and bearing to the 
personality of each pupil—and let the atmosphere of yoar 
music room be one of vigorous thoughtfulness, keen per¬ 
ception, and logical deductions^ Direct your energies 
toward awakening the mental activity of yonr pupil, 
keeping in view the mastery of mind over matter. Get 
your pupils to thinking and the rest will follow. 
Explanations will, necessarily, be repeated, perhaps, 
many times, and’ marry efforts meet with failure before 
success is attained ; bnt persistence in,such a course of 
training coupled to a constant encouraging-^the pupil 
in the forming of opinions and judgments, Mdly point¬ 
ing outtheir weaknesses in either knowledg^q^crimina- 
bring directly under their control the various mech&ni- ^on> or imp*rU&nty»or> if they be wholly wrd^g, setting 
them right without wounding the sensibilities, will de¬ 
velop a-'class of pnpils who will have acquired the im¬ 
portant faculty of intelligent self-criticism. 
A PEW MORE DOH’TS. 
by z. a. hol: 
cal efforts involved in piano playing. The mind rules, 
bat not until it has subdued, and it subdues only when 
its effort is put forth continuously and in the right direc¬ 
tion. In consequence of the pupil’s misapprehension ,of 
wbat is right in hiB study and his l^ck of logical powers, 
self criticism is the path lo be followed, because to walk 
therein involves self-scrutiny, as well as wider obser¬ 
vation, comparisons, and a logical summing up of 
results. 
Criticism, as already indicated, presupposes a knowl- - 
edge of the subject to be criticised, more or less acute When you get a pupil who has studied with other 
powers of observation, discrimination, and impartiality, teachers don't try to prfive that every fault £e has is a 
The extent and value of the criticism will- depend upon consequence of erroneous teaching. It will take some 
the proportionate presence of these elements. It is not time and acquaintance with yonr pupil before you can 
to be expected that the piano pnpil will have them in decide whether the faults are due to wrong or careless 
any great degree unless he be given especial instruction instruction, or to wrong or careless application of in- 
in them. A very prevalent weakness in many systems struction. 
of teaching is the expectation that time will develop Don’t find all the faults you can in the first lesson 
certain needful faculties without definite instruction with snob a pnpil. It discourages alwajB, and in some 
along such lines. The “sweet by and by” is very allur¬ 
ing to us all. Thus it was with ear training. For a long 
time nothing waa aatd about it the average teacher, 
time being nuppoaed lo do the necessary work of giving 
a keen muiic*4- ear. The re«tilt was a crop of -piand* 
pnpU* with no murical ear at all. 
The mud condition of things obtains, among tbe 
majority of mo**cal student* to day In tha.matter* of keen- 
nna* of [xarcopVion, dUori mi nation, observation, and 
otbar kindred faenltie* to nrc«*a*ry to tree musical cul- 
t«■»"*. To ehaag® tb<t»« condition*, naif crti»c»*» mart bo 
u«**hi m •** training i» e-ow taught. The element* 
of erui«4«ta can b* irereed from the beginning, if the- 
u*cbrpi ptreaa. Ii entail* mrt* *»ork upon hi* and 
vn.lt andoabtedljr require **»eh paU-rtw-® and repoatwd 
natures rouses an antagonism, often coupled with dis¬ 
trust, whioh it takes timo to' overcome, and for such time 
a* it lakes diminishes your usefulness. 
Don't forget to impress firmly on your pupil’s mind 
that you and he are working together to overcome and 
eradicate alt taolu and defects, and are equally inter¬ 
ested in the success of your combined effort*. 
Don’t he personal in your criilcutn. Let it be direct 
and decirite, but aee that there U „no wrethy temper 
•bowing in your doing of it. Don*t criticise like it mu 
yotir precept* that were not followed, yerwr rule* that 
were vtb1»i*d, your dio*^^th*t m ret »*»«!*. ffon’t 
pel jeWifcll to ih«* art.. your joe- 
'h*p4*. yemr rule*, your itoperreoal that your art 
•how* be bio 4 7<k» tm real tnaatwr. 
Ifow’l fox jxoreni* or pnjdfodfotel* lo yon in regard u> 
ike for ©r the mods of fo*fracti©». Tbi* U yonr 
proviso* *j»d »o <m Bs u p*tiwsi, at aoccmseo- 
daiiog. *» tolerant a* yon ple**« In other matters, h>nt 
in. the what and bow in matters nautical yon habit 
gown*. 
Don’t pretend vrtlh yoar paplL Be absolutely honest 
in your ttatement*. Do Hot exaggerate either fault or 
merit. If yon praioe, be moderate, rather sparing, and 
always judicious, that yonr pupil may learn to prize 
your approval. If you censure, be moderate and show 
that you do not seek nor enjoy tbe opportunity td-do so, 
but rather regret that doing it is necessary. 
Don’t have hobbies, and don’t ride them all the time. 
I do not suppose that- maDj teachers are entirely free 
from them, but th-e'Teea prominence we give them the 
better it is. s 
Don’t forget that to teach music means to train the 
fingers, the ear, an|d the understanding—the fingers to 
do, the ear, to judge, the understanding to perceive and 
direct. This much must and can be done for all pnpils, 
though, of course, with varying degree of success, but 
in addition to this i| found those with the precious boon y 
of musical instinct, taste, sonl, or whatever name you 
wish to give it, who require at youp.hands special care, 
effort, and attention ; see well to its development; nour¬ 
ish it, tend it, guide it most carefully; and woe unto 
you if, when it asks bread at your hands, you have for 
it only a stone. 
Don't forget that although you are a teacher yon are *- 
also a learner—your popil is your teacher, and your 
growth as teacher depends greatly on how you study and 
utilize these lessons. The instrQdlion yon receive thus 
is of a kind that you cannot obtain i^ any other way or / 
by any other means. I know I havV^during a day’s v 
lessons received that which has made me feel richer in 
means, stronger in courage and love of my work, and 
grateful and happy in feeling more able to show the way 
to, more able to point oot the wealth and beauty of, w 
our art. > 
Don’t forget that in all yonr doings and dealings with , 
parents, pupils, or fellow-tea*hers, one grqat factor in 
success ia taut. Study it, cultivate it, make it your sec 
ond nature by its steady nee, and your professional life 
will be much smoother and pleasanter. 
STUDY ESSENTIAL. 
- ' , . * , . 
Students should not be disturbed in their stud/ by 
the oft-repeated remark that there are great singers who 
sing naturally, never having studied voice-culture. 
Many pnpils have had friends advise them not to study 
on this account, saying that if they really have good 
voices they will “ come out ” naturally. This advice ik 
born of serious ignorance. The advisers have poor 
judgment or have been deceived. These are those who 
clffim that they never took lessons, and yet they sfog 
well. One of these, who is^nite well known, took only 
one term of lessons, and makes his boast of it. He 
neglec^j ito add that he then married the daughter oi 
the singing teacher, and lived in the family for many 
years. Another who made a similar boast found it neces¬ 
sary to leave music and enter the shoe trade about tbe 
time he waaiforty years of age. Now, withouC doubt, 
there are persons who have good voices, and who use 
them well, who, by exercising care and judgment, do 
rtot need ttr study with a teacher. Such casea only prove 
the rale, for not one person in a hundred uses his voice 
well enough to make this a safe course. Nor can ^y 
one by his natural or untrained voice do good singing 
for many years. Certainly such a* singer could not sing 
the master works at all, and the true life which belongs 
to-the voice would never be lived. 
Artistic Horror or VclILrity.—A* Beethoven re- 
gaided hi* art as something ascoL—*iucb be placed 
bvgW than all philosophy, *o has a refined artist an 
innate horror of all vulgar, frivolous, an<T-effeminate 
anaic.. — Umbras. 
THE 
f&uejuutr u ns mmi&u. urn 
** *4 to.* **.*&•** *U' «. 
rk««.s U* bWttU La. 6i/U uaaikvai ptfo&toUM* ftj* bptohttf*, 
***& *a4 vviicft, *i p&v«*f«i p«****4iil.y„-<~pu *•• 
y*. resto!*** ?W\co &>< IrtcSh., jbtaecy, rightoae* 
trtWrtv La mst, aa.l ia Ufe, ultMtt, t»*gt>e«i«t( irre» 
ekmtbl* u*.4**,a*vj ome ;tie ptuKie a* tad* uad»r itteir «t*r« 
*»4 <to*eu*a. jwipto iixx fank tibtwtitM** which, 
thvugh Uivtv subfile than thuo* of howl am! tight, *rai no 
>'«** f«wi **4 poteM. ■*' 
V)W* W* to*l qittiic liana* for the power of the Utt- 
li to impersonal. Wo bare alt heard thataimor- 
t«l work* of the n\*s',r>.r* interpreted by ©*n and women 
whwo Urea wore earthy, ooimtftl, devilish. For * brio! 
Urao ftutaio Urtrd thorn out of thrmeelre*, touching and 
fanning iuto life the tool *park itncmldoriog within. 
Obrerre,. howoror, that the men who hart) moat hon-. 
omt muiio iu onr land and other lands were men of 
fttrOng character, high nWait, and, generally, this meg* 
netio personality, Read the life of Lowell Mason, who 
WM * tuodel for e>mrj Americau teach or, whose favorite 
•ajiog was, “Error makes qs weak, truth makes os 
strong." In bis musical work it was always this question : 
Is this the best thing. Will H do the most good ?” 
1 hink of Ebco Toorjee and that splendid monament to 
the power of hit life, the New England Conservatory of 
Musio- It was said of him thatbeconld originate more 
ideas in a given time and ia^pire people with confidence 
iu them than auy other man in the profession. Within 
hie insignificant physical frame lived a soul that was a 
dynamo of power. v 
Coates the despairing question from rite student or 
the young teacher, How am I to obtain thihpower? The 
answer is dear and unmistakable from life\ “Life is 
your master, beloved, and your understanding is but the 
servant thereof.” Be women and men of character. 
Asa young physician said tersely to me, speaking of his 
* own profession, “ After all, it is the man M 
Speaks Mrs. Browning in “ Aurora Leigh^-that per¬ 
fect epitome of the artist’s life:— 
No perfect artist Is dSTeloped hero 
From *ny Imperfect woman. 
Flowar from root, 
And iptritua! from natural, grads by grade, 
In all our life. 
All our human relations, as also our gifts and talents, 
_.A** f°r o&r development. Never are they to be despised. 
In some quarter* m hear it given forth that the artist 
mnit remain celibate, wedded only to art, bat from them 
Natnre has withheld her. secret, and they pass through 
this world, onn sided creatures, slanted in their growth. 
Uspen to Browning, the teacher and seer:— 
LM o» b(i1 it *t}< wiy, 
"Sisiie of iM* Q«th today 
I M.rt>r*, qj*4* b«*d, f*iOf<i ground opon the whole !** 
A* lb* Urd *lnj» and *lng«, 
ta* u» try, ** All good tblsp 
Af oof*. WM Kivl t%lpi kto more, now, than floab helps aoull'* 
If space were sdrqeate I would quote the whole noble 
poem, - B.tibi Ben Una," the creed of aU who believe 
la the larger life. It resolve, into this t Be .ometbinv, 
then da tometbinj. Have frith in Qod, faith in yonr- 
idf. “ Oar a»iwration* am Hts inspiration.,'• bat been 
truly^aaid. tt» «K>»|! amt o( good courage. Do each 
owe his Ub, me noi hr ring thi* it lb* law, As a man 
. aswrtb, to .hal l h* aUu cap. 
.*» r»vts.. wsw-wts* ox «tt Hmtun Atummtf dW** «tS*pw» *»< m .wwdh.r bM *®t«* ia tbt aareapb^Mt 
** ***"'•* Wkm «**«• «*# mi* dab*# !tt* ea*i. a* peSMd * IMttag gtan daw* b*r ibt*at, a^—' 
.uuuiuw, •*«» , t «f«« t» thrw. ww »f ^,»,it «aU da, tit. jtfcaiata mi Wd MMlI. and lb. typhoid 
**“t t“ ,s“ b»,*a. w> who 4» onha be** **d «l# ipe^ygiotti. war. (a a bad way. Imw 
*“'*• ~ a. " b**w tW Alwiry bad *e many tbian lb* matt** with 
SEff?F8 TSK0D08 the 
xgoio* or roua-HAUD runso 
j *t p. %, 
T*» e*p« «f -f*. #««« at* ewsBtMrtly ai;.4 mi), 
*bi«* m,f a, »»vi!Waity **4 
**»“ *■» «»• rut,, **«*. 
SVWiig- »Mlt ia. % l ^ ..j 
I V*-* 5MWM# Sh4 ***** 
***** ** **+ ** **”* WW*to***. UM t Virf* * ^ 
** ** **** ****** **** * ^ m 
fkh* yw«4 I l*+J rnafb hot $494 u«*d> t|d)4 | 
lvu** *« r*tn#«ly (m bu4h typ*. J4>^kvs 
tho |<Mfwciic« ot four h«a4 pUy^t bl o»f 
I'otfiaiu rrauht. which Am ofihwrwia« wtlb tb« 
(»Um of pupil* mwnUonod. fo«r <Uaa *3«£i.i»h CO«a« 
•o Uboriutitly t«> % ooqipreh«n«ioQ of oil (he-potato 
requirvil in Uio prwrtic* of on ordinary pivot, l©d th» 
oArctaiMi pupil do** not make full effort, so that dia* 
couragotncoi coma* to both before the deaired end* are 
attained. 
I believe that both require that for© of coercion 
which ii bronght to bear upon them iu four-hand playing, 
a* ao amount of active mental attention is compelled 
which is an entirely new .sensation to some. I refer 
only to the four-hand playing in which the teacher takes 
one part, at first the bass, as the treble parts nsoally 
afford the pupil a bettif opportunity to observe the best iTariu8 ? ” 
itat 4Mqr Wi o s* ikl ft the ter
W, mi T« «freSd; to tat- her stag any more.” 
tadcr SffqHta sopraao was earcamtic again to-day. 
Ib mrdif-What did ehe my? 
Eider Berry-—She thought no one should be put on 
the Music Committee until he had p&taed a civil service 
examination and demonstrated that he knew absolutely 
nothing about ©otic. 
• ***** 
“I understand,” said Mrs. Connoisseur, qs she swept 
into her box at the Auditorium, “ that Max Rendix is 
to play the solo parts to-night.” 
“ Aini that i&ce I ” responded Mrs. Parvenur. “ He’s 
a regular masterpiece on the fiddle.” 
“Ahem, yes. Had you heard that he has a 8trad- 
efleets in phrasing; then by playing the bass, the teacher 
can give a good rhythmical effect, one ofithe aids which 
the pupil needs. 
Playing with the teacher seems to be a remarkable 
carrying power to the pupil. I often notice that passages 
of comparative difficulty are played with little hesitation 
when the same passage played alone would caiiBe a atop 
and several blunders before it could be mastered. 
I commence by calling attention, first, to the position 
of the handb on the keyboard, and, next, to the- time 
measure of the piece, and I request the pupil to count 
aloud with exactness; after playing it through slowly 
a few times, attention should be called to the idea which 
its name suggests, to the principal motive as it occurs, 
and to the terms of expression. An effort should tl^gn 
be made to interpret the meaning which the composer 
wished to convey, and so.4he proper touches and all- 
“ No I Is it possible ? 
** I heard so.” 
“ Where did the poor felloMwget it? ” 
“ TW say he got it a year or two ago, when he was 
in Europe.” 
“ Well, that’s jest awful. Can’t nothin’ be done for 
him? ’Bpose he’ll go jest like Barrett. 8eems as if 
the cholera and all them dreadful diseases comes from 
Europe, and—” the rest was drowned by the beating of 
the kettle drum. 
* 
* * * 
“I have a wonderful ear, ” said'a cSoceited musician v 
in the course of conversation. “ So haa a jackase,” re- 
pliedta bystander. . 
*.*.* 
“ Now, which kind of music do yon desire to be pro^* 
. . ‘-Oh! 
classical, by all mc&nej’ replied the yoong woman. 
“I am very glad to hear yon express this preference." 
11 Yes. When jon play claseical music hardly anybody 
knows whether yon make a mistake or not." 
details of phrasing are given after a fa* trials. At the Bcient in? » said the professor to the new popil. 
next I<$son I turn to the same piece for a few momenta, classical, bv all ,«««„ 
so that by Reviewing it is brought to an artistic finish. 
In this way the pupils’ range of musical experience is 
rapidly enlarged, his power of musical discrimination is 
increased, and a perfect little tone poem is compre* # K 
hended^perhaps the greatest gain,1 sg&it bears on all •**«,. 
manner of progress, is tha^ quick h^rwork has been Indmd, a little learning is a dangerous -tiling. Riding 
compelled, for all the details of mu^al notatio^bave borne with a friend the other night,' in whbae church 
i * .v 4 _j.v —• a, • home a new oreau is beine not nn. h« p#m,Aplr«w1 the* been perceived with accuracy and with rapidity. 
As pupils ordinarily take but two lessons a week, the 
work may be divided so that at one letson the pieces and 
studies may reoeive attention while at the other the time 
may be given to technic and four-hand playing. Most 
satisfactory results come from a third lesson each week 
hfi>me a new organ is being put up, he re arked that he 
regretted exceedingly the lack of means which prevented 
getting the .pripcipal stops, the “Hallelujah,” and 
^Gabriel’s Trumpet,” but here is a case: A rather 
imaginative youth visited a well-known minister daring 
the past month, and after hearing a performance on the 
given entirely to fonr-hand playing; the pupil theb*. organ by Dr.-, sent the following account of the 
makes more rapid improvement in every direction. 
I have naed the School of Fonr-hand Playing,” 
compiled by Theodore Preaser. The pieces are most 
carefully selected and perfectly graded, and are well 
suited to pupils who are playing W. 8. B. Mathews’ 
first three volumes of “ Graded Studies.” I keep one 
copy of each^of the grades of “Four^haud Playing” 
for my pupil*’ use, and so it has become a pleasant part 
of each day’s work. 
I have written of my trial of four-hand playing because 
I do not remember to have seen as much said of’its ad~ 
vantage* as has been said of ao many other helpful 
mediums; and by my own comparatively meager ex¬ 
perience, I have become so convinced of its poaiibUftta* 
for good, that I hopeToiber teach era wiil seek the name 
•ooree of help. 
• 80BEB20. 
A tady Ana the wti dtatr&to took h*r daaghtor «© 
town, sad after teftaaltta* a «w«b*t o? r* 
♦jwwntef k«r m*m*t afcttfefe*. <£**ra*d tewa* vary 
**4 to km h«*U*4 Ot* rewafe ot 
cm&fe*. to mom* "Hfea tm 
tkto A*mrf wsfth 3»v tawws.. tf 
#*, **» «*$ ^ 
** to wf *** Ttoa Out 
**** hm&m to^ W M alto. «*$&* m ■*** few 
noble instrument to one of his friends 
“There are considerably over one hundred manuals 
and twenty five pedal organs. The compass is twenty- 
three octaves, being identical with that of my voice. 
One of the pipes goes right np to the top ofThe tower, 
and protrudes slightly. When it rains, the water runs 
down and pushes oat the oboe end cornopean *tops. 
Dr.-nsed the taba stop in the pedal of the fugue in 
the chant and reached a note twelve octaves below 
middle C. The voluntary was a fugue and fanfare, with 
Neapolitan sixths and other things in it.” The dear 
old bo|J - ^ 
*. * . • 
A tnen and his wife bought a music stool. After a 
time they bronght it back lo Uto upholsterer, deeUrin, 
*Hh jr-Mt Ttiilioa th.l the, " ooutd nuke nothin* of 
Ow drettnd «M thine; the, h.d ivfrMd it lo the rifhl 
end left, end Mk H oa iu hud, end rolled It on iu ede, 
end never e aou of mtico oonld the, gel oot of it. 
WeMeu I “jkr. j-ou » Mr. donee ? " 
ftmti (*h« U 4rii>t lo five ea exhibition of hit 
ehU«j> . •' W.B, ytt, l think I otty le, elela Is eoaie 
fcmswrhAfe *1 
itoamy“ I eo defifhted is k*o* Iu It, dengbUr 
** *fc"« ** I ***M verj-fted tf ,M vmH 
h*»*V **»* maiie ttyr W." 
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Pos^vrtu, 
You are etndylog music, in view of becoming a piano 
teacher, and wish to know what the prospNtl are for a 
successful career in America. Although advice i* oheap, 
one may profit, especially in this profession, by the ex¬ 
periences of other*. 
First of all, ©onetruct your foundation of solid rock; 
you wifi need it. You are fortunate in being able to 
study under oho of the*best, if not the best, teachers in 
the country. He is not only a king of pianists, but also 
a conscientious, painstaking teacher, the latter element 
so seldom found in great artists. “As the twig is bent 
the tree's inolined,” so it is of the utmost importance to 
have the correct start. We hear much abont systems. 
EacMittle invention or discovery at once dons the name 
of *4new system.” After all, the best system ia that 
which accomplishes the greatest amount of work with 
the least energy. It is not the virtuoso, but the music. 
The grandest element in the system joa are studying is 
the economy of nerve force,—the ability to produce 
U,M t»«*. W. *J»4r» ... .f 1.I.U.W, Wi«. nn***4 w V.w «*/ It ymt. fl« 
M«a ol tku«<«. A Buhl #«»d. fretek *d*il«d vttiifM. ... laprevl^i n^d', xod A* preo»S«d »«* 
•edlramd. Oommoi. hui i» i*di*|w*Mbl^ Mid <** ylwvr.. ?«p br»vvl, <* • (*» w«kt CbulU B • 
U cultir.led, u>,.Uo. « t«td m.morj. Ib fc* «eW»- dA«l«*4viMdBMM10,-«»«»»»«» bi* »o*5oi«- 
a.iion .,l».nW -.Tied tk.l iho mlxtur. df tbo««bl, mb., «ti.k^f boor.»d»,*M»o moch for 
.,.pli«tlon, «d t>er.cv«r»nCB in *n, »rt (Br®. .0 .!«- ki^ aMVM. Yoq reaonrtr*!., bat doclot kao« beet. 
moot .O .Ilk. lo e«otu>. ibiii *» .re uo.ble lo auk. » Coor*** »*»io. Yob »dd • new popil, corameoco A-B- 
O's again. Three of your young atuttanto get wa 
> gwnta*. 
distinction. It has bsen said that any one can do what 
any other one Aas done., Set your atandard high and 
draw yourself up to It. “If Alpa rise up in the way, 
tear them down.” If you wish success, give all the ele¬ 
ments yon possess toward success snd it shall be given 
yon. If you fail, are wanting in something. 
In this material age we arer too apt to be discouraged 
by the failures of others. It would be w«dl to follow the 
example of the spider. Keep constantly building your 
web. If it is brushed down or blown away incessantly, 
bnild it over again. 
When you label yourself ae teapher, you at once ac¬ 
cept a crown of roses and thorns. 
measlas, one after the other, but Fate decrees that chil¬ 
dren must have such things. Time goes by and yon axe 
once more prospering nicely. With the exception that 
Daisy Miller could not practice during the severely cold 
weather and again in the heat of the summer, amd that 
Miss Brown had company from New York for two 
months, your pupils have given you no cause for worry. 
“ There is a destiny vjphich shapes onr endB.” Your 
moat earnest workers cling to yon. Such trivial things 
as weather, congpany, *and sligfit illness never interrupt 
rr, you a« uuv* the sincere pupil. As yon work aloDg on the road of 
Sometimes the sun thorns and duat you will occasionally meet a fresh, bub- 
will not shine for days, but go ahead in tKe shade and 
keep your eyes open for the silver lining. 
After you have gained a mastery over technic,'a 
knowledge of style, an understanding of the works of 
the great masters, £*nd become a thorough and accom¬ 
plished player, it will seem hard indeed to begin in the 
kitchen of life as a menial servant, but servant you 
tone without a great show. The pianist who mast needs muBt be in order to gain experience. As pupil yon 
raise his arms £ foot high in order t<^ produce a tone have reached the higher rounds of the ladder, bat as 
which could be had with the falling of a finger, if done teacher you must come down and once' again work up. 
right, at once invokes our sympathy^v-'We are apt to for- It is similar to the graduate of college, who as teacher 
get to listen to the mo&ic, the acting becomes so inter- takes the first grade and once more goes over his A-B- 
bling Bpring, and here and there in most unheard of 
places Bweet bods and blossoms ot promise. When 
your good work has reached the point that makeB you 
distinguished, yon have then but to hold forth your hand 
and independence is yours. The thorns will not disap¬ 
pear entirel>, but the roses will be in £realer numbers. 
“Hope is like the sun, which, as we journey toward it, 
casts the Bhadovr of onr burden behind us.” 
THE ART OF TEACHING CHILDREN. 
eating. W$tch carefully and memorize all the little 
points your teacher calls your attention to. One pnpil 
who studied with your teacher l^ad a habit of writing out 
every lidtle point and detail after each lesson, and he now 
looks upon this book with pleasure as an almost com¬ 
plete system. It is very valuable in teaching.Take ad¬ 
vantage of the opera, grand concerts^ chamber mnsicales, 
and reoitals of all kinds where good mnsio is played. 
You will learn something from each one yon attend. 
Look well to your health. If the body is not well tjhe 
mind cannot be. Loose clothing, plain, nourishing foo37 
a well aired, sunn? music room, and a brisk walk every 
afternoon after the day’s work, are indispensable to every 
piano student. Nearly all pianists are nervous, but if 
attention and a little common sense were given tp the 
needs of the physical as welPks mental this Btate of 
things would not exist. Why, even a ring impedes free 
circulation. Delaarte practice is excellent reBt from sit¬ 
ting posture. Five minutes at a time with windows up 
is as good as a mile’s walk. In your technical studies 
analyze every movement with close discrimination and 
ascertain why it is better to do so and ao than some 
other way. Don’t be afraid to ask questions. It takes 
a bright pupil to be an intelligent questioner. 
It is a goqd plan to keep a tablet and pencil on the 
piano and write down questions as the difficulties occur. 
Supply yonraelf with plenty of the best works of the 
great masters, all the standard compositions, in fact, also 
be in touch with the modern composers’ works. When¬ 
ever yon hear a piece that you like at a concert, under- 
C’a; or, to the student of medicine, who, after an in¬ 
teresting career of study and fellowship, is graduated 
and locates in some distant village without money or 
friends, but he puts his shingle in a conspicuous place 
and commences to make himself known. For a time 
it is hard, but for a time only. Courage and energy 
laugh at adversity. The music teacher’s early trials ere 
perhaps more severe than those of other professionals, 
therefore greater preparations must be made. A school 
teacher moves along by grades and deals with pupils of 
a near age. A mnsio teacher grapples with all grades 
and ages at the same tiin$. r ^ - 
Parents may help or hinder a teacher, bnt generally 
the latter. A celebrated piano teacher of. tMB city, 
foreign by birth, is said to ask of* each new 
grnff tones: “ Have'you a mother or father y {If:an 
affirmative answer ia given his face assumes a contor¬ 
tion so objectionable that the poor pupil is dutnfoundi d 
and in the dark. Bat the professor evidently has'/bad 
uopleasant dealings with parents and is in pursuit of 
pupils without these appendages. 
The more considerate teacher would sclve out these 
parental vdiffioulties, explain his system and wishes, give 
orderB for no interference, and thereby command respect. 
Americans are anxious to improve their condition. 
Many were deprived of higher education, but are anxious 
that their children shall have every advantage. The 
forming of a class is the difficult point. One cannot 
very well choose at first, bnt as the number increases, 
doll ones msjr be dropped oat. People mast know yon 
Kn$ it on the programme and get it. Try it over, examine in the vicinity yon wislpto teach. The church is a good 
the details, and lay it away for future use. promoter. You will be judged at first by yoor own play* 
And when shall yon begin to teach ? Ah! that is the ing, so at the end of your finger tips yon must have 
question. It tathe custom for conservatory pupils in many and varied compositions to give forth. As yon 
the first year to Commence teaching. It might be well advance in favor your playing will not be the main ele- * 
enough it they Uogbt only what they had gone over, bnt meat, but yoor pupils’ playing, and as you are to be 
in a mqdley number of pnpils some are farther advanced thorough your pupils will take some time to build up a 
Th* question ia often asked—“ How do you interest 
children ? ” Well, the truth is, that children intereti me 
more than grown people, and are far easier to instruct 
than older persons. They are, to me, the most delight¬ 
ful students I have ; and when I find a child has talent, 
right then she eaters my heart, and the ways and means 
to in itrnct her suggest themselves. The first idea in my 
mind, and the one to which she quickest responds, is to 
love music for its own sake ; tp look on the art as some 
thing sacred ; to find real pleasure in practicing well, if it 
i^only one half hoar’s time. About childrenf3>c£ctice, 
and I mean small children (I have several in mind as I 
write)*, I find iBg-hest plan is to systematize their work,^ 
or divide it into parts—say first their ftager and arm 
gymnastics, then their simple technical exerc'ses, scales, 
Sadies, and, last, their little five finger sonatine or piece. 
.Each lesson I reqaire some work done alone, be it ever 
»o little. , Even with phildren I begin to watch the de 
velopmept of tone, the quality of tone, and with pleasure 
I think of the result—in musical, artistic playing in a 
child. I watch carefully to keep a child from becom¬ 
ing self conscious, for that is an arch-enemy to beamitnl 
piano playing. I have in my thoughts now a little stu¬ 
dent of eight years, who in her Bimple grade was a little 
artist, and certainly would not fail to entertain a real 
musician. Totally unconscious of Belf, sfie sat at the 
piano; and was herself so wrapped in what she was play¬ 
ing, that others conld not fail to see the artist-child she 
was. 1 loved her, the loved me, and we both loved 
music., j’-tfe. 
M. L. McC., Berlin, Germany. 
RECEPTIVE, BUT CRITICAL. 
thasoonfice 
carefaa in t 
is that th* t 
and require higher stddies, which th* young teacher haa 
as yet no knowledge of. This is gaining experience at 
(.sacrifi of others. Parents and guardians sure loo 
i h* selection of teachers. Th* consequence 
i really food teachers hive twice the amount 
of work with pupils who hsve made the start with poor 
oo««. Tearing down and rebuilding the technic it a 
»«v*f* trial. fi> whatever you do, don’t teach until yon 
are obi*. That small word a M e mean* much, it is a 
aaightj ocean, th* tritauriae of whtofe ore “ character. 
technic strong enough to master even simple selec¬ 
tions before the publio. 
There is nothing so detrimental to the young class as 
ibis continual appearing ia mnsicales. An occasional 
exhibition it wholesome, but a oominnous exhibition, is 
most unwholesome. It creates vanity, corelessnera, and 
a superficial style of playing. Let ns imagine you have 
labored hard and earuetlly loathe point where year 
papUa’ play tog add* to yoor favor. You have had «om« 
over two year* Home are your own production, other* 
keowtedga, wtodom, application, memory, courage, and you are nuking over. You ore b**ienmgto be happy, 
paitooo*.” _ Yoor good fork Is abetting. Suddenly Mies 8 l«are>* 
Cooniictor to cm* of the to**«Uot element* Iu a teoch»r. tewe oo a visit for** iadtiUU* toogth of mw«. gfce 
II to the crown and glory of lit* and I* beta** nature to wight We told you tome w«*k* beta**, bat yea are ««< 
31 
^ggKpl*! :r . % 
Ity^our eagerness for musical knowledge aod profi¬ 
ciency, be somewhat critical. Endeavor to apply the 
principles of sound reasoning and practical sense. 
Select the bet* conoerto. To listen to some of the 
masters in music, and pay strict attention as to how they 
secure such wonderfal results, is very often more bene¬ 
ficial to the student than a half a day spent in »elf prac¬ 
tice- 
Be critical in yoor own practice alto. Study syste¬ 
matically, but don't try to j-irop to the top at oooa. 
Leers each tft**ou w-ell, and each succeeding one will be 
much %e*i«r.—R<oc*d. 
—To tear to m*k* mistake* cause* mistake*. * * 
this ET»TTI>HJ. * i© 
w FDtutttfc'i icmsa. 
Wm h*vw ou h.*u<i li*i»wu fj»«jr and fifty copies Mok 
of tho following aaiued eoltoeiicuw : " Youth'* Treft*' 
Ofv,*’ IQ lwo voltaturns., ooAalrtiug of forty {\w*uty id each 
t»ook) classic piece* by modern master* for ihe young, 
arranged in progressive order—-all cur®full/.fingered, 
Orwdo II to III. ikthttm^in, Heatbaveu, Webur, 
Schubert, aud other celebrated writer* are well rrpre- 
•euted. Wo do not know of any collection that will 
giro young players a bettor opportunity to study and 
play the “ Masters” than theae two volumes. -The rog- 
nlar price had always been 7b centa each. 
The third collection is a fine " French Edition ” of 
Mendelssohn's “Songs Without Words," complete, in 
large octavo form, printed on fine pAper and carefully 
fingered '-equally as good for ordinary use as the large 
editions. This has also sold heretofore for 76 cents. 
These represent the last of a large number imported by 
us some time ago and which we now wish to close out 
to gain room. To make them move quickly we offer 
t,he*n at the very small price of 85 cents each, or all three 
for ifj. 00, postpaid. 
***** 
Tdb special price quoted on the Beethoven, Mczart, 
and EUydn Symphonies for four hands in May issue 
brought many orders for them; there are still a few left, 
however. A prompt order will secure them. There is 
nothing better for sight reading during summer. While 
they last the special price is 60 cents each, or three for 
11.00. 
* a * . * 
If you are contemplating refurnishing or decorating 
your music room daring the summer, bear in mind that 
we can furnish yon man£.“helps" at trivial cost in 
the w »y of full-size portraits of great musicians at $1 00 
each, or framed from $3 00 up; busts from $1 26 up ; 
cabinet size photos at 25 cents each, etc. Ornaments 
of this kind are great helps in making an attractive 
s'udio, and many have found them very useful as atTaid 
to interest and hold a pupil's attention. We will cheer¬ 
fully send catalogues and furnish any informatiqs de¬ 
sired to any who may be interested. 
If you want anything in the mustoal line to take on 
your vacation, remember that we can supply your every 
need. We have a complete stock of college songs, glee 
books, coUectiona for voice and piano, also latest and 
best collections of banjo, mandolin, and gnitar music, or 
for any other instrument. 
Wo can supply youVith the bat strings at the lowest 
prices, for any instrument, and any other “ trimminga ” 
that yon stand in need of. If you want to purchase a 
mandolin, violin, or anything in this line, prooure onr 
pricee before placing your order. We are confident1 
that our quotations will deoide yon in onr favor. 
Tbi volume, “Selections from Beethoven,” is on the 
' market. All special cffers are herewith withdrawn. This 
VClnme is one of the most important works we have 
ever iuoed, and we prediot a large sale for it—the best 
of Beethovens mosio, onlled from the very highest 
authorities, revised by our leadiug teaohera. The moat 
difficult has been avoided, and the small, tr. fling compo¬ 
sitions as well! arranged in progressive order as to 
diffimltyMn all, it is a volome to suit the average 
musician's ability. Typographically it is no exception 
to our usual work-if anything, more care has been 
given to it. The best of paper has been used, and we 
can say it is a volume that no musician should be with¬ 
out. The thousand and more advance copies have been 
sent out, andaany word of commendation that those who 
have ordtred can give wilt be thankfully received. It 
retail, for $I.M, with a liberal diaconnt to the pro- 
f«as*oo. 
*•*•* ' 
_ s*“n-* copies free to any one wishing to eanvaaa for 
Tne Bruns. Send for our rates and premiums. Pour 
• O weripnons-witi reus* your own lor oner y«sir, 
•.*.* 
CWusvt rwripsiv, Caleb.,a. of o», music 
and BWM books, with rat*., mslUd Ire* to aM laaehw,. 
eolbr,*u rearer™,(Wire. Ken's torgss la (stow lereas. 
rttfMMatfclljr oft Oil rtjkJ*> ntuwirf, he to tv bwyiag alMMshegeu iS-Msasjwasasi • 
» * • twM *Jwty «i* Um for their p#rpo*# that have 
„ * • »*** bftM pimetdfBpe sb* 1 wMldncomuH 
Fob lummor reading w. can r«»a»m*a<i nothin* Wry to *f*«, tiswja<*iftl, (or they are oepcm* 
wor® |iteasing sod iniertrating than "AntcdoL* of ******** *** the Mfllli of practical 
Uusiciana,” published by*ihls houao wvrr*] OAWTfOott. 
•go. The work is compiled by W. Francis Gales, and 
ouly -ell authenticated anoedotea have been included. 
Vftlu.Ulo Information u lo biography and history is 
obtained by the reading of this work, without Ihe usual 
dryness attending it 
• * • 
* • 
Fob special occaaions we are very willing to send 
good musio out on selection, to be kept only a stated 
period, for Sommer teaching, concert work, eto. 
*.*.* 
Omb of our most strict titles is the return of all On- 
SPECIAL NOTICES, 
b,Jw* eehws Insetted tts casts a word tor oh tnsertlea 
parable m adreaee. Copy tew be resolved by meBOsbtJtS 
prorloui mouth to lasers pe till cation u, ths wit number 
A GENTLEMAN WITH FOURTEEN YEARS' 
-p. expenepte oi Piano-leacbing desires situation in 
Oonserratory of Music as teacher of intermediate de- 
partment and prinlege-of studying the higher branches 
Ilfl.mnpC0W,Box teacher. C. C. R., Medora, 
wsa. vcb o nuv rui a n i &u u ---——____ __ 
Sale music from all of our patrons during Jane or July. /~kNE OF TBE MOST UNIQUE MUSICAL ENTER- 
If you have not yet attended to this, kindly do so ; we !! - The 8od1 ?' a 8ung," by S.laa G. 
- - - °! ,1 -r'• "J will then immediately forward a memorandum of what 
ybu have returned, and a statement’ rifowing balance 
due. Do not forget to place your name on retnin 
packages, and do not return a small package by express 
from a great distance ; four pound packages by mail is 
much cheaper—we have explained this more thoroughly 
in past issues. ' 
e I . , . ,-,---- " oci ICO til UPHQI1- 
mi views in which the melody of “ My Old Kentucky 
Home is used to U uatraie various scenes from Pan to 
Wagner. It is highly instruc'ive and entertaining and 
very .mtable for either school or pr-vate entertainment. 
New^ork'N Y ttddre8sed No' 224 Cent«l Park W., 
___A 
A WARDS SOUVENIR OF MUSIC AND MUSI- 
, -TV , cbL Inelrumeme at ihe World e Columbian Expo- 
Foa youg summer vaoatiou-rainy days, lor instance M™cof7Q«rum^^ 
-take one or more of our musical games with yon ; Comroanions from every exhibitor inerery country ^at 
they are not only very interesting, bat instructive. ,be World’s Columbian Exposition, Chicago 1893 
Allegrando, price 60 cental Musical Dominoes, 76 Sample pagea, prices in differ,nt hindinga, wiih rates of 
cents i Mnsical Authors, 86 cents. Will send deacrip- any addreaf1“ TSare-rc'fv,1'p\i i"0’ 0f°r''»rd# *» 
tion of each if deaired. S?rae?. Ch”»go”llh J ° ’ Pdbl,ah,!ra' 821 Dearforn^ 
In the June Publisher's Notes we made an offer for Riano, 8ingii.g,Sand°HarmonyTi^Af Cormerro^ 
three summer months' subscription to The Etude, either 1i<!ry> College, or Seminary in any part of the Uoited 
June, July.nud Auguat, or July. August, and Septembers ““'lo8; AddrlslT8’d eIPeriI?<* ‘to pro- , 
for 26 cents The results hare'Seen very gratifying. A WLOafland, Caf' ^ 1B E“‘ Tenth 
number of teacbers have sent in long lists of their 
pupils. Thus for a trifling snm yourpupila’ work will be 
kept up considerably during the summer, and their re- 
turn in the f&llsto mnsical studied~insared. 
Undeb the head of “ Choice' Publication of Inter¬ 
est” we have, during the last few moOTs, gathered 
together a number of very good mnsical wftks published 
by other bouses than onr own. We expect to make this 
mend any of theae works, as they have been examined 
by no with this purpose in mind. Send all orders to 
.the publisher of The Etodr. 
***** 
Comfoskhs of music thinking of doing summer work, 
soon publish a unions little book enlitled”Daill’Mes¬ 
sages m Different Tongues.” This book comprises a 
selected verse Irom the New Tea'ament for every day ii 
the year; this veree will appear on ihe same page in 
English. French, German, and Iiaban, proving an agree¬ 
able and valuable aid to language atudente ; besides this, 
the verses for each day in the week will have a different --O v- u uiuivi rv Ula, 
which is quite customary, will keep in mind our extra a comm^^d for odo day, a command not to do*» 
promise, etc., etc. Thia hnnk ».n __ quality, own make of mannscript music paper; this will 
stand erasures several times, and compares favorably 
with the best that is on the market at the present time. 
Also our three pointed music pens. Send six cents for 
two samples, or thirty cents for a dozen. 
TESTIMONIALS. 
~ -“yi re uvui uibuu uut lO QO. & 
pro ise, etc., etc. his book will be sold only by sub¬ 
scription, pree 80 cents. The first twenry persons 
pending in 160 subscriptions before August 16 h vrill be 
entitled to a course of 30 weeks’ piano instruction free. 
Send stamp for particulars to Madams A. Puptir, Cbick- 
enng Hall. New York C«»y. 
MU|IC SCHOOL, 106 EAST SEVENTY FOURTH 
Street, New York Cuy, Idiss Marv H. Burnham, 
teideni and Visit- 
5 ~ wij m ra y a uurnh&  
Principal, reopens October 14:h. Resi e t a  isit- 
- gg^opils. MemoriBinc and 8igbt Reading a specialty : 
I thank you very heartily for favors in the past, and hlarmony^Analysis, Musical DictaiiofCV<v A new 
shall not fail to recommend your house and Th* Etude metb°d of physical culture for pianists. This massage 
whenever opportunity offers. Through your publications for hands and arms is under the direclionof 
I have been enabled t/v lr««n in »Ancjj v^e mo<jern Goatave E. Anderson. Vocal musicand sight read¬ 
ing under Mr. Frank Dimrosch. For (ptmh 
u o keep loa h 
methods of teaching piano, which otherwise might not 
have been the case, as I never have been able to visit 
summor schools nor to take any special courses since 
coming here. Emu H. Ciuto. 
I hereby scknowlndcs thn rereipt of “ Lsofion’s 
ItM Orgre SindiM.” No. 2. Th« book give, perfect 
uusUclion. Will b, pleased to rreommend it to my 
Weod*- Mbs. g. V. S. Pxwt.u. 
IUv» re*8 year " Amrcfiot*. of Great Musicians" 
wtlh pleasure and interest. I fiadf *o many thing, that 
are plaaalng to relm. at my weekly mu»oalva.*aa Ure 
ai>oe4c-«* are hoih Immuiij and iomreetiv*. .,d 
many timra ifluetretire of iho coci-c pevturm«d. Not 
" Afood«»”ireU chowo, botyoavpretk- 
•wy and usplwaioiy tymart. are wp«>aily to iha 
point red are iretrewire *m v.il a* iw.re.-in* reiding. 
Orem.*. W Ls.re* 
m  r r. r  a r j . r ter s and forthrr 
particular* apply ior circular. Miss Mabt H Boms- 
706 E ist Seventy fourth Street, N-w York Cuy. 
MERIT REWARDEDT 
Tbe World'. Fair official Commissioner! wise, 
Jo salyettag a pinno to grace 
. The bcildmgs of Sate* from Maine fo Ihe Golf, 
Found the “ Crown " to he firat in the race. 
• Thi tM,« waa no wite too rood, 
Thvo if a piano be found 
t w!\£l> in ovary trepect nests the public demand, 
Tt. reason.id know, that'athc “Crown." 
*** s,f'« beHdiwga a» the great Pair 
Wish ih* asree-mt of muam rdrennd, - 
the Ootaasianosere knew a rood thin*, 
A»d «4r«ed the worlddamous •> Crovre."^ 
IS 
QIXTY DOLLARS PRIZES FOR FOUR BEST 
O Festival Hymn Tnnee. Write for conditione to 
lMiiY SCH00L l?H10K> Ficcadilly, Manchester, Eng- 
•wanted AT ONCE-PROFESSOR OF piano" 
D;aVwerL0K^,riil‘lV,fl"m0g?' ^ ’ 
A MUSICAL EDUCATION FREE—TWENTY 
even more of « feature in the future.' We can recom- P^'Ud^T^rTrA^rP^o^^ 






























syilixi 8RS5IOK CF-THK 
IT SOHOOt. OP MUSIC 
THE NE1W eOCIETY mSTRtTMENT. 
THE POUMAHN-AMEIIICAN 
nUU I »*- «**■ r- «WT. rreadw. 
’ rgtltOBaUC w. Boor, Divertor. 
Df. Robert Goldbsck lo ch*r$t of pUao depsrtmc 
tjxi * frill ww of iftftch*r*. 
Yftleo Collars, mao, Htrmooy wid Coi 
potlUoo, KeUilftft, Methods Lettureft, BeelUl 
(Soccer U, and • UnuwS Mtulc&l FeeUral, with Mad at 
Lilian Blatmlt and o>htr duunguubcd soloiais, 
8ilv«r Lake Asaombly, WyotniDg Co., N. Y. (a be« 
Uful reaort), July 24th to Auguat 16th. 
Send for circular. ' / 
8a»Jo Flayara can par^. 
form on the Mandollne- 
Bunjo. ns Ouitftr Plnyera 
can perform on the M«n- 
doilne-Gultnr, without any 
practice whatever. 
Far K*rlc®«, Katbraiallon, «(«., rail on or «4dr«M 
ENTIRE SCALE ON ONE TUNING FORK. 
!U"1-K 
AUGUST POLLMANN, 70 and 72 Franklin St.. New York City. 
Mr. Wm. H. Sherwood 
Can be Engaged for a Limited 
Humber of 
Concerts and Recitals 
Eastern trip in April. 
Address 
MR. H. O. PLIMPTON, 
' 274 TSJriitiash Avenue, 
CHICAGO. ILL. 
Hallet& Davis’ Pianos, 
BOSTON1, •vrAsa 
More than 200 Pianos Sold to Schools 
and Colleges In 1891. 
CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED. 
BLOW YOUR OWN HORN ■ + 
wbon you know that you can offer • first-class Instrument, and are fully 
•ble to moet your competitors at a rerjr low price. 
."U'TAH», aANDOLurnrireir 
BAN JON are of the flneet workmaosbip, poesees a fine tonV and a 
correct scale. \ 
If yun dedre a Tlolin, Viola, ’Cello, or Doable BaWa 
Plate, Clarionet, Oboe, or Bassoon, a Cornet* Trdn. 
bone. Frenclv Hnrn, or • nba, Ornms, or Cymbuls.-io’ 
fact. anyUiipx In the instrument lino,—you will find my stock most re¬ 
plete. and I can boost of having the most extensive mueortment in the 
United States. 
1 J?pr2?cnl th® “oted Buropeea Instrument manufacturer*, such 
“ KV AClJv BuflVt A Co. (Evette & 
Bchoefer). Pnrls; OolUn Mexln,ParlH; Theo. H.firber. 
lein. ftfrmany; E. Kltt»r»b>«a*en, Berlin, amt others 
My own make Reliable” Band Instramenta ate favor¬ 
ably known in this country for fine quality and cheap prire. 
Bead-rs are lnvib*d to tend for catalogues and discount, os it will pay 
them tn make a oumparUon of price and quality of goods Vered. 
Orenratra Ritd Hona jtunie. also music for every Instru¬ 
ment kaown. Catalogues free on application. 
CARL FISCHER, 
6 and 8 FOURTH AVE., NEW YORE CITY. 
CLARKE’S MUSIC TABLET. 
Price 25 CIS., Met, Postpaid. 
A writing tablet containing 100 leaves, Tx lOi inches 
in sire, ruled with the staff for writing mnsio. 
A practical and useful article for both teacher and 
Undent, and tapocially valuable in the clsss-room for 
wriong illustrations, gmeg some liulo addilmnal exer- 
6tk««, eto., etc. 
Every Musician and Music Dealer. Two-cent stamp for prices, etc. 




' or TH* 
Chief Musical Events from 1380 to 1894, 
BY C. E. LOWE. 
PRICK 85 CENTS. - 
The Introduction fnrnlshes a concise outline of musical history os a 
background for the chronological record of events given In the suc- 
ceeding pages of this pamphlet This booklet of 32 pages gives a brie! 
but clear mention of the date of birth and death, with the special work 
and place in the development of mnsical art, of every noted musician, 
and of th© first production of famous wokkt of music, oratorios, operas, 
etc., and of the organization of famous musical socletln, ir-hoola, etc 
This pamphlet wm be valuable to the student and tea. her in that It 
giveo the salient facta with which every muilnl person should be fami¬ 
liar. To the teacher It will be found helpful in prwDting at a glance thr 
anniversaries of all important data in musical biography and history in a 
form which will enable him lo mention them In his doily lesson giving. 
Method for the Piano. 
BY * 
OH^S. W. LAKDON.jf - 
PRICE $1.50. 
This work Is especially designed to meet the 
want of the popular student with mwllocre ability. 
It containa all the ideas of recent pianoforte play¬ 
ing. The author is a weU-known practical teacher, 
and author of a similar work for the Reed Organ, 
"rhlch is now generally used for instruction on that 
-astrument. It will be well for every teacher to 
examine this new work, which will be ready in a 
Short time. - 
MELODIOUS UD EASY SWIES _ 
FOB _ 
PIANO AND REED ORGAN. 
BY OHAS. V7. LANDON. 
• PRICE SI.OO. 
Farhapa th. most popular sat ef Easy Stadias ever issued. 
Observations of a Musician. 
By LOUIS LOMBARD. 
Price BO Cents, bound In Cloth. 
Tbi pftptr U of food qaaltiy, a^d to Hay* odo of tht$*> | SflS 
P*d. re bend will Jo; rely be . grere gj* 2 r ' T-- “v#* w,”7 w m convcntenoft, bet a 
B»u« erf ecoeewv ip lb* of h‘,,h.prir.3 0i»m,. 
Wrips p*piw. Pobiiilitd by 
THEO. PRESSER, 
1708 Ch**t«vt Stmt. - Philadelphia, F». 
THEO. PRESSER, Publisher.1 
1?08 CHESTNUT STREET, - PHILADELPHIA, Pa, 
a a ge ian a ent 
an m- 
R cita s, 
me 
. an- 
FREDERIC W. ROOT, 
243 Wabash Ave., Chlcagio. 
p^a^Jjfumbepg o! ^heEtude\ 
8onnd Voltunss far 1887, 
“ “ " 1888, 
" " " 1889, 
“ 11 " 1890, 
“ " “ 1891, 
“ “ 1892, 
“ " 11 1893, 






2 60, “ 
2.60, " 
2.60, “ 
Wb hats a few of tho lat«r volumes not bound. Prica fl.80, po«t- 
pu id. 
Theae volume* contain from 18 to 20 dollar* worth of made In 
*eb year. Tho various article* give a groat amount of information 
«f permanent value. It U a peculiarity of The JStude that tta 
‘rtlolea are of ■ubatantlal and lotting worth. 
Eight Measure Piano Studies. / 
WIL80N Q. 8MITH. Op. 60. 
In Two tyooks. Prloo $1.00 each (Sheet Basic). 
V- * - _ *’'■ ‘ 
XHI LATEST AtTB BIST WOBK HOM THIS (IB 19INAL C0HP08EB. 
- 
These studies are intended for daily practice^and for 
he special development and equalizing of the third, 
*oufth, and fifth fingers of each hand. They will mate¬ 
rially modify the monotony of practice, and add musical 
nterest to an otherwise perfunctory tapk. SuTplemen- 
ary to the author’s Scale Studies, Op. 65, about the 
fourth grade of difficulty. *• , - 
THEODORE PRESSER, Publisher, , 
PHILADELPHIA, PA. 
24 MELODIC STUDIES 
SELECTED’ FROM THE WORKS OF 
~ J. CONCONE. 
REVISED AMD ANNOTATED AND WITH BIOGRAPHICAL 
SKETCH BY 
C. B. CADY. 
81.S5. 
This volome contains the best of this composer’s 
melodic piano studies. They are on the sivle of 8iephen 
Seller studies, aDd somewhat lees d fficult technically. 
They are beautifully printed on good paper and bound 
with flexible cover. 
THEODORE PRESSER. Publisher,^. 
PHILADELPHIA, PA. 
:/r AMUSINQ AND INSTBUCTIVE. 
MUSICAL AtJTHOBS. 
A GAJCX FOR ZVRRY XUSIO STUDENT, 
niei SB CT*., POSTPAID. 
Tbagama, which feouiata of AS aarda, ren b« played by 
ny number of playact. Th* object of lha greaa u to 
impkaaa on vha mind ef tha player. Uio important evanta 1 
ia th* Uvea of U oempOMr. and mnaiciana 
Addiwaa PnUiahw, £ 
nshmix rutun, iros chactut n., mi»4a., h. 
SS»S;SK * ft 
THE ETUDE. 
SELECT LIST OF PUBLICATtONS 
FfrOM TM# OATALOCMJR CM* 
WM. ROHLFING & SONS, 
MILWAtTBLMIfl. 











•* PfctanuU 8#'r«*tt 
A Engagement_ 
T. Br&iS Song- 
A. Wadding March..., 
~- .00 
-w.... .40 
H°|1*n*.. **' 80lU>°1 811 «o*T «td lovtruotin 





6. Menaat.... ....... 
!fOTar», L Musical Cemeo*, Op. 7S. Emit pieoro 









4. Garotte Antique....... 
5. Little Bolero._ 
fl. Neapolitan Danoe.........40 
Smith, WUion 6. Polka Soeooo, Op. 4L...60 
Chaee of the Butterflies, Op. 46 .. ,7# 
Cradle 8ong Op. 47 No. 1-----...! j» 
fr*09® Heloaieuae, Op. 47, No. A..Z_ m 
Sylvan Danoe, Op. 47, No. $.. _.w 
' »(BtrauM-Taufllr), Op. 51„...^......loo Yaloe Caprice 8l __ _ 
;8 
8‘'r”lteCoe.FrlS0‘^7,,1“d' B*k““' 0P' “-- •» 







L^Punch and Judy. 
tore Song, Lov Op. 5 
Hiatorlette Moaicale, Op. Bi 
8tao<»t«Ua. Caprice, Op. 60. 
Arabian Nights Nocturne, < 
Patte-Cbatte, Morceau de 8 
). No. 2. 
, No. 8-- 
3p. 54 .._ 
won, Op. 55... 
fltreleakl, A. Mosaic, Album Muakale, Op. 6Q;« 
No. l. Minuet...... ?_ 
A Chanson Triate...  
A Petite Marurka...„.„.. 
4. Little Beoreta... 




t. DolPe Walts. 
10. Little Balladn... 
11. Melody.. 
1A Ennui Yalse...-, 
Song... 1A 8prtng _ 
14. MaroheTriomphaie ....... 
15. Fairy Tale....—. 
16. Valae Booooo-.z:, 
17. Beck Me to Sleep...-. 
1A Tarantella. 
19. Little Theme. 
». Yaloe Gradeuie"™ $ 
_m „ „ FOUR HAND8. 
K OIIm! ootSee ?28ebUd>’ °P-81* • Twelve inatruotlve plooea with- 
No. 1. Humber Bong_ . an «* 
A Conversation...„„„.‘ " .40.M 
A iBollan Harp.—.. .****** 
A Children's Danoe. 
A Out In the Green__11!""““"*"'"'* 
S* SS7.oyai$ 8hepfcwd Boy - 
7. Tillage Scene_—. 
A Friendship. 
8. Eoguery. 
10. In ttie Meadow, 
11. Ooaaaok Danoe.., 
....-.. .40 
.,40 
1A Ball-room Memoiiea 40 
, PIANO STUDIES, ETC. 
Bl.mnnn, Dr. H. Oompmtl.o PUno School, th«oretlo«l uui 
Ufti* uuir l>»PotUm«loi!»UonJ 
^l«Au.°torte>Kk?i,>T ““ *Sw,m ’< k1'k'°* 
Book 1. Elemonurj School..—_M 
A Preliminary Teohnlcal 8ludl«^"for’devi'iopini' 
lndependenoa and fluency In the angers, for produdna 
_ “4 tor l“*rto* ”nu|^ 
VOCAL STUDIES. 
_ ' ORSAM. - ' 
ZZSJXj £ fXu£,Uu 'i“rek 
TVajfolowaa, aaoh—-- n ■  __ 
f ro4i4,M «^^teWKr«657K 
Th* MtfWhtMi'n an ter lahMt of maO*, 
•* l~«SLo. Om 4 — 
.JZV* ——0*— 





WOULD you get a Piano if you 
knew you could get a FIRST- 
CLASS INSTRUMENT for $175? 
Our plan is to sell direct to you. NO 
BIG PROFIT for the dealer, no com¬ 
mission for the friend who introduces 
you or the solicitor who calls on you. 
We have no agents, and do not em¬ 
ploy any solicitors, and consequently 
save you all this expense, which does 
not improve the^value of the Piano, 
but certainly does increase the cost. 
You havq nothing to show for this 
useless dealer’s expenses and agents’ 
commissions, but in ^ying from 
them you must naturally pay all this 
additional expense, for which you get 
no value whatever. Our Pianos are 
known throughout the civilized 
world. We manufacture our own 
Pianos, and send them to you on 
thirty days’ TEST TRIAL if you 
desire it. We make the terms of sale 
to suit all pocket-books. Write to 
us for catalogue and prices, and any 
further information you may wish. 
Factoxy, Wareroom, and Offices, 
HAZLETON, PA. 






Cormolete in Ten Grades. 
COMPILED BY 
MR. W. S. B. MATHEW8, 
Price Each Grade $1.00. 
These studies consist of standard etudes and 
studies arranged in progressive order, selected from V 
the best composers, for the'1cultivation of 
TECHNIC, TASTE, and SI&HT HEADING, 
carefully edited, fingered, phrased, and annotated, 
and supplemented with complete directions for the 
application of Mason’s “System of Touch and Tech¬ 
nic,” for the production of a modem style of playing. 
Mr. Mathews has had the help of other noted musi¬ 
cians and teachers, and they have taken the whole 
field of piano Btudies and selected therefrom such as 
are^ most useful for meeting every necessity in a 
teacher’s experience. Teachers will be delighted , 
with the sterling musical and useful technSl~S'tV 
qualities of these etudes. “ 
There are ten grades, a volume to each grade, 
each containing about thirty pages. Every difficulty 
is prepared .by being first introduced in its most 
simple form. 
V 
TESTIMONIALS. • . 
I must express my great pleasure in Mr. Mathews' 
new piano book in ten grades. It is the best book 
that ever c&me into the piano teacher’s hands. 
Mathews’ hat brought light out of the chaos of 
piano iu8teuctorpand pieces. Every grade contains 
the lessons appertaining to it, be slides a list of class¬ 
ical and popular pieces of the same grade. Every 
nano teacher must have it, to succeed. Mr. 
Mathews, as well as Mr. Presser, the publisher, 
have given us a boon for which we cannot be too 
thankful. ^ Geo. Doelkeb. 
The “Mathews’/Standard Course of Kano 
Studies,” with its “valuable suggestions as to suit- 
D kin ninAAO TIT. 11 Lit. n ml! nf n n ^ 4..*- tn t!   J    I.    
classes. 
reading 
Mbs. M. K. Branham. 
I have received Mathews' “Graded Studies,” and 
Mathews certainly deserves credit and praise for 
presenting such a apiend.d graded work to tbs 
public, and every conscientious teacher ought to 
examine and make use of it, as it advances the 
scholar very rapidly, also produces good players. 
E. SPOHR. 
I am very much pleased with the “Graded Course 
of Studies ’ ’ by Mathews. Ij is just what is needed, 
and I, for one, will adopt It in my future work. 
Aedjjr F. Lee. 
I am delighted with the “Graded Course; ” it is 
by far the beet collection of melodious studies, aod 
to* best selections for equ.tiring the work of the 
two hands that I have ever seen. They seem to 
pioatt the pupil immensely. 






MEMORY LIBS*")/vM / bVoao'iWY *CW Y0SK 
Philadelphia Conservatory of Music 
HAS REMOVEO to t)ta Palatial Brown-Stono Mention, 
814-816 North Broad Stroot, 
The Conaorratorjr employs thirty instructor*, and 
enjoy* * reputation for furuitliina noomploto lnualoaJ 
education nt moderate mtna. 915 pays for twenty los- 
»on», in^udinff ooUntorivi advnutntToe without extra 
oh arse. 
Private loesonii, If doelrod. For Cotaloifue, pleasi 
apply to 
R. C. 8CHIRMER, Direotor 
ftCMOttx* «t kOJUta. 
M*****i U4j44 9t«w4 *«ai»/s 
<31*44* a»«*«d4*d Wiiitfi AM« 
trmmmit*. whai b*\p* pndiI 
help* te«eb*r j (UHKrit w 
JeaolMMt *nd tr*4e. Will Imjr 
iinvtrniktna paleut*d<>r not-.com. 
p<»IUon* ctjnyrleblrd Of not. 
JWdrtu, i.L 6&YU. Ml.V*n»«-n,0 
METRONOMES, 
The beat French M&elzel Metronome, “ J. T. L.’ 
trade-mark. This ia the genuine French article—im 
ported bv ns direct 
We BeU these at the lowest price possible. 
. 93.00 Ket without Bell. 
M.50 Net with Bell. 
Express or mail charges not included. 8end 40 cts 
extra if to be sent by mail. Extra discount on quantity. 
Send all orders to 
THEODORE PRESSER, 
1708 Chestnut Stroot, - 'Philadelphia, Pa. 
LANDON’S WRITING BOOK 
FOR MUSIC PUPILS. 
PRICE CO CENTS. 
Thia new book ia a great advance on anything hereto- 
fore published in this line. It gives a practical and 
easily understood presentation of every writable thine 
in the notation of music. The book abounds in new 
and ingenious features to interest the pupil. Every im¬ 
portant subject ia treated from bo many sides that even 
the dullest pupil can easily understand the subject under 
who faithfully *orka out its exercises will be a correct 
and rapid reader of music, instrumental or vocal 
THEODORE PRESSER, Publisher, 
, PHILADELPHIA. PA. 
Stories of the Operas 
nv 
• » F. R. CHESNEY.— • 
Price 3* Cents N'ct, Postpaid. 
The **le* of twooty throe <>’ the moot popular operas'' 
rivea to Ik dfeftt. tntc.rating muibtr, Onl* a Ilm.UHj 
■apply Imaa r«<Hpi*c4 from Addrcm 
THEODORE PHESSER, 
1708 Chestnut Street, - Phllsdolphls, P». 
First Studies in Reading, 
Rhythm, ami Expression 
Pom THX 
^PIANOFORTES 





Atm Arttr Offaa C*., 
JUr Arte;, Ateh. 
PRICE 81.00. 
An instruction book for young children and beginner* 
iq learning the pianoforte. This important work give* 
inecial attention to thoroughness in foundation work 
-eady note reading, correct fingering, equal facility in 
eading and playing with either hand from both clefB, to 
i clear knowledge of note and rest time-values, and to_ 
1 right forming of the hand and tonch. 
IHEO. PRESSER, 1708 Chestnut St., Phllada. 
SPECIAL EXERCISES IN 
SCALE PLAYING, 
With Particular Reference to the Development ol 
the Third, Fourth, and Fifth Fingers 
of each Hand. 
irr xwo books, ea.ok si-oo 
ooaroeED vo* planofobti bt 
WILSON G. SMITH. 
They are highly recommended by Dr. Wra. Mason and other ’ 
eminent teacher*. * * 
E7ST THE THIIfQ 
TO PRESERVE ^ 
YOUR COPIES OF THE ETUDE. 
TP ETUDE BINDER. 
It is simple bat oocpplete, obMp but durable, 
And beautiful in appearance. IB > 4 
It has a solid wooden back, ymich always kedps it 
:n shape, and it does not mutilate the contents. 
The copied are instantly bat securely bound by the 
thin slate which run the length of the periodical, and yet 
can be removed at pleasure. 
Each Binder holas twelve copies, or a full year’s sub¬ 
scription. of the Btude. 
Price, Postpaid, $1.00, 
THE0 PRESSER, 1708 Chestnut St., Philada. 
THIRTY 
IE RULES FOR MUSIC STUDENTS, 
Practical Advice, Mints, and Suggestions 
% for the Young, * 
BT HERMANN MOHR. 
PRICE 5 CENTS EACH. 
fllEOD'ORE PRESSER, 
1708 Chestnut Street. Philadelphia, Pa. 
8ELECTED /¥ 
CRAMER STUDIES. 
Prom tha Von Bnlow Edition. 
PRICE SI.BO. FIRMLY BOUND. 
UMML MOUCmX TO TK* MOFUtiM. 
Th* Volume cootoins G>« cloiowtt of lbs Vo« Btllov 
jcdiUoat, which an MbUshod In ihsot form, in foor 
books. Thia abridged edition can bo used in most —imt 
for the complete work. Only th« most difficult aadW 





, Our Own Make. In Three Styles Only. 
a Staves, 24 Page., ... is eta. 
a “ a* “ . .   . 20 “ 
a “ Sa •• . . . . 28 •* 
••Slate Book* are ©}£ x 6 Inches. 
* •♦Stave Books are 9J4 x 8 Inches. 
Libkkal Diioognt to thi Paortwio*. 
Thro* are oDqne*llon*bly the beet Mualo-Copylof Book* that stood 
the market at the present time. The p*p«r hu been made u|>eciallj 
for throe book*, and la the brot quality ledger paper, steading erecurve 
three or foar timro. The book* are trotefaUy bound. 
Dlenk Music Paper of the earns quality a* In above bjwk*-qrn j>a 
In 12 and It eUte., elte 22 x U. Price 60 cent* per " ‘ 
Be sure yon get those made by 
THEODORE PRESSER, * 
1708 CHE8T1T0T BT., PHILADELPHIA, PA. 
JUST ISSUBD. 
School of Four-Hand Playing, 
VOLUME ITT. 
COMPILED BY THEO. PRESSER.*"” 
f PRICE SLOO. * 
Ooirranw—B-ln»«k«, ClirOuaw Er«; LMb..r, Muvh.’ 
Omabrv; Lombhoru, Dbdoc HoograOe; b.habe ' 
Henuflt; Bantufelder. Minstrel Boor; Choplu 
March; Behnbt-ri, Marche Heroiqux 
i«r, arc e^ 
40 
/ SONGS WORTH SINGING. 
Barnard. Plaint of Peace. F.fA-D\ 4-fl*t, B flat.....lo 74 
A broad and telling solo for church or concert. 
Bcnflrlt. LUtle Jim. B flat (B flat-& flat), O... 60 
A brilliant, bright, and pleasing song of the sea 
Berlov. Lollaby (^blmnmeilied). Ylolln Obligato__ 75 
A beautiful composition. ^ 
Ckadwlrkb O, Lorely Hums. F (B-JC) D.* 
A flue aong. Also pullLhed with Violin Oljlguto.". 
CberMwrlitht. Mr Ladj’a Garden  ..a—__ 80 
With Imitation Harp Accompaniment. Wonli and music 
both beautiful. 
Komisk. The Life of Lore la but a Day. A-1Ut (C Fk C..... 60 
The gem of tbe Opera of u KdelwpisaT" May be bad with 
Orcheatra Accompaniment or Violin Obligato. 
Lloyd*. Christina* ltoae. B flat(D FI. D-flat (F-A-lUt)'.,,,,, 50 
Not a Christinas aong. An effective English aong. 
Mascagni. Thy Star. F (O-Rl^A-flat, C...... ■ 60 
Xngliah version by Geo. Henaehel and Clifton Bingham. 
Meyfr-Hclmond. The Eoeea A (E-Fj... 40 
One of his best aong*. 
Ries, Prana. Blx new aong*. Op. 41—..jn pr***. 
§lavfnh8K<‘ll. Ber- n*de (Staendcben) E-flat (D-Gl. 
-- The Wlee Nlghilngale. D-flat (C-F), .. 
MrKcmic, A Morrow Mqat Come On...  
— 8uo Worehip.... .. 
— Broken Try at,... 




BT B. F. WOOD MUSIC CO., 
110 BOYLE TO JY ST., SOSTOW. 
Send for Complete Catalogue. 
TEACHKUS’ 
POCKET METRONOME, 
'mm iimiim, ieit, ui udkisil 
Prlob, STlokol-plitod. 80 Cent*. Xbt, Poatpald. 
sivinc th* ootnot Matronomlo Huki ofUr th* 
Hulul BUndarA, to**th*r with th* 
Tni* T*mpo* of *11 th* Dano**. 
—4— 
The** lBttraatnu h*ra bom oopocoUj m*ngacto»d 
for Ts* Srost. *oS will bo ooat u * p rami am to *&j os* 
**»di&* two aabaoribar* Addreo* - 
THEODORE PRESSER. 
170e CKXSTWXn ST. FHILADiLPHIA. PA. 
Net Riemja fer SiiU-Snjiat Class* 
By »T. W. QIICHBIST, h TkmiuBt. 
u« uj-auj (.iwibui ««il» •« IW 
la the. v/ rwit«{»ii«w «Mr<Mw I!k»w haft aJ**r* t*tf#a«re*l 
kMt«. Me. l>Lk:fo«b*«V «»i», li A***, the ecwuntaUtni 
exyeriMaee ymtra, wnM eM»pZwely awli thto **«l, a ter** ojwottai 
*t OhM-u^ (lT«n UB, me* |m*bi a* It «*«»**• t»p, aM Ml* wh«U 
whtto ■vuUtttg catchy weXcdtm fc» M fcW aw, being charaoieriawJ 
by $ very high y pc ot witektoiwMtv 
It tow m Its Dftmi ttoi’lla*. merely k cvllwrioit of Rxvadiun. Th«o 
rotkwl Iwtructlcn U left to fit* faotvhw, and the exoroUra 
iLI AlVirtAatJC TV AMT STTTK*. 
The xxwvUm am k> Arran fa! that they can bo uced by *lU>*i 
male, facuaJe, or mtxtd-rulcw cIawoa. 
It U, without doubt, the kwy*tl and marl <wtplri* trt light^intfnq 
mur\<Mt Mr and must soon booocno a nocee*lly In every 









1708 CHESTNUT ST., PHILADELPHIA 
GROVES’ DICTIONARY 
or 
MUSIC AND. MUSICIANS. 
_ 
Tbe only Complete Enoyolopmdla of Mueio In 
the English Language. 
Bound Is handsome Brown Cloth, Oilt Tope. Put up In boxee and 
told only In complete set*. This naw edition inoludea the Index. 
Prioe for S Volumes, (Inoludlng Index,) $18.50. 
Prtoe for Index, .... $2.50. 
Menu THEODORE PRESSER, 
1708 CHESTNUT. ST., FHttA. 
EASY METHOD 
FOR THE PIANOFORTE 
A.. ROMMEL. 
FRICE.ei.OO. 
This Beginners’ Instruction Book is a thor¬ 
oughly practical work. Every exercise has been 
tested for years in actual practice. It contains 
everything a progressive teacher might desire. 
There is nothing antiquated, nothing difficult, 
nothing dull. .— 
SOMETHING ENTIRELY NEW. 
London’s Reed Organ Method 
Prtoe li.BO. Bj OHM, *. UNDO*. Foroljn FlDsertof. 
This Method U oomething entirely new. Every piece 
is especially arranged for the Reed Organ. They are 
•elected from the bett compowr*. Each piece it oopi- 
onely annotated, analyted, and every possible help given 
the pupil as to the beet wey of praotidng and learning it 
Pieoga are oarefhlly graded. Every diffiottbj it first 
prepared in an easy and attractive form. The JUed 
Organ Touch it clearly explained (a hitherto neglected 
feature!. Phrasing U snroetsftdly tanghL The whya and 
•herefWt o! every point are clearly given. Many special 
and heaatifot Reed Organ Elfeett are folly illustrated, 
•end fee e temple Cop,, 
THEO. PRESSEB, Publisher, 
1708 Cheetnul BL. Philadelphia. Pot. 
THIS ETUD 3§ 
.... —r==n=niipaagjssiaBaBSBeB^ia8g^aKReEB8a> 
Someljhioe Hew and Aeaaitabfet 
MUSICAL i DOMINOES. 





A |aw« fbr tmy home.—DWrabU by ^tm| and eM.—BxouUao' 
note* and mil la iba feat ore of this pma 
ily la ihla R»me constructed that the moalcal mxttar li 
It to nnw fell aa a bunJooaome appoodege. 
~ * * |uallUe» of the game baTe been m. 
* that the Mualcal Dominoes will 
MJAfllN. 
Figuring In  
Holngaotouri  
' ever t ., 
Tba iurtrucUro «od omustng e J 
perfectly and hannooUnuly blooded
form an everlasting eource of enloymoat. 
Bach aei la acoouipanled wllb l&eiructtona how to play the Yarlooi 
pmfw poaalhle: Block, Draw. Ail-Quart ere. Bergen. Bebaatopol, and 
Tlddlo-a-Wlok. Tb«*o cootaio a wonderful amount of Lnfornuaioi’ 
conoeming compntaUon of noi*-Ta^)»e*. 
The Instruoilooe ox plain also ttto value of note* and rests, *o thuu 
any on« may learn how to play this game, and became proficient in 
figuring note-value*. 
THEO. PRESSER, 
1708 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia. 
THE MUSIC LIFEr 
AND 
HOW TO SUCCEED IN IT. 
BY THOMAS TAPPER. 
MUSICAL GAME. 
ALLEGRANDO 
Ini traction and Ple&inre Combined, 
A 8PLENID SAME FOR EVERY HOME. 
This game oonstota of o. 
*ra printed, one on every o 
tho players, the cord* are 
on which the different notes and rests 
After a number are distributed among 
a played in succession and added together a* 
they are played nmtil the value of a whole note to reached, when li 
jousts one Tor the pereon who played the last card and completed the 
whole note. This gives a general Idea only. Full directions, with 
rules for a number of different games, tables showing the notes, rests, 
ken, Aa, eooompeny the game. 
Those learning to play the Piano, Organ, Violin, or any other lnstru 
oisnt; those who sing; those who wish to read music fester; infect, al 
who are Interested in mosaic, need this oharming gams. 
It teaches the value of notes and rests. 
The names of the notes. **** 
The various keys In which muslo is writtsn. 
The different kinds of time. 
Praotioe In musical fraction*. % 
The easiest way to learn to read music. 
Ton learn, while playing an Interesting game. 
It to readily learned, cron by children. 
Tima devoted tp playing this game to not wasted, as In most gamaa. 
A splendid game for evening parties.’ 
A new departure—entirely unlike any other game. 
Parents oan teach their children the rudiment* of musk, even If no> 
musician* themselves. ‘ 
Interesting to old and young, beginner* 
~ ody moaio will fini Those intending to stu __ 
this game s while before beginning leaom 
anJftvanoed 
A d tS their advantage to plaj 
Priob 60 Cents. 
Address Publisher, j / T U . 
THEO. PRESSER, 
1708 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa 
Introduction to Studies in Phrasing. 
FIRST LESSONS IN 
ini Iiplaii 
W/S. B. MATHEWS. 
PRICK - - $1.D0. 
Tho aolhor has brought together e valuable collection 
of little piecea, musical and poetic in quality, within the 
ability of children1! finger, and within the range of the 
children’! minds. They are taken from the moat sue- 
ceaafal collectiooa of thi! clans of tone poem, fey-chil¬ 
dren the world can show. 
he pieces are all closely annotated, fingered. 
There ia also, at the beginning of the work, 
object ana manner of 
T
etc. 
a few chapters on the 
using the work; Rudiments of Musical Form ; 
Phrasing; What it is to Play with Expression; 
Subjective and Qbjactive in playing, etc. 
The work ia iutendtd to precede the two'vol- 
umeeof “Studiee in Phrasing,” which are among 
the moot popular mnncai text-hook* now u«i 
in the emmrf. Am a wvsrk of geouine ow.Ail- 
nwa in loach tug, the volume cannot be ercwlled. 
PRICE $1.50. 
This is a companion volume to 
“ Chats witil Music Students ” by the 
same author. Numerous phases of art 
arid art life are talked about in a thor¬ 
oughly practical way. It points out the 
way of success to teachere and students in 
art life. Mr. Tapper’s informal and 
thoroughly pertinent manner of writing 
has a real value in i;, that will make this 




Critioally Revised by Calvin B. Cady, J* 
With Portrait and Blographioa! Sketoh by-.,. 
' Theodore Presser. 
PRICE 75 CENTS. 
This edition is beautifully printed on good 
paper. It is annotated, and newly phrased and 
fingered. The critical notes will be found es¬ 
pecially practical and valuable. ' There are 
nineteen of the songs, printed on 56 pages. 
The selections were by the advice and co-opera¬ 
tion of many leading musicians of this conn try. 
Address the Publisher, 
THEODORE PRESSER, 
1708 Chestnut Street, - Philadelphia, Pa. 
CLUBBING RATES WITH “THE ETUDE." 
We will send any of the following periodicals and 
Ths Etude for the price named in the second column:— 
Pub. With 
. Pric*. Etcdx. 
Century Magazine.$1.00 $6.00 
St. Nicholas.. 8 00 4 00 
Vick’s Illustrated Monthly.. 1.26 2.80 
Independent (N. Y.).. 8.00 4 00 
Peterson's Magazine. 2.00 8.00 
Prank Leslie’s Popular Monthly..8.00 4.00 
' 41 Pleasant Hours.. 1.76 8.00 
Harper’s Magazine_.*T.  4.00 4.60 
• r‘ Weekly. 4.00 4.76 
14 Bazar—... 4 00 4.76 
44 Young People. 2.00 8.00 
Youth’s Companion (ne* subscribers only) 1.76 176 
Domcstio Monthly.. 1.60 2,60 
Lippiacott** Magazine.... 8 00 8.60 
Music....r..*.j. 8 00 8.60 
Atlanta Monthly (new subscribers onjy)... 4.00 4 76 
New York Observer (new subscribers only) 8.26 fc76 
Home Jouraal (Now York)... 2.00 8.00 
Sdentific A-enemskn.. __ ^...8.00 4.00 
Scriboor’t Msgasine——.*.... $00 4.00 
l^worvtoi's MsgasirWto. .  200 ff OO 
Veies Macaws (W«r»*r's>...  200 200 
Wxle Awake..........- 240 2SO 
Uitoars Hck»_____... 1.00 226 
Cae»M$>fetiifan....1.20 • 27$ 
CHOICE PUBLICATIONS OF INTEREST. 
For Sale by THEO. PRESSES, 1708 CHESTNUT ST., POTT.ADET.PHIA. 
A NEW BOOK FOR ^IPE ORGAN. 
The Junior Church Organist 
IFOR TWO MANUALft). 
BY C. IL MORSE, 
Organist and Choirmaster, Plymouth Chorch, Brooklyn. 
Etdh piw U arranged fbr luvtnmiout* of two mamials, with only 
the ontltrai y ooniplwiivut of ro^toHtra, thu* ni»king thorn ;u>tctlcwl, *v».n 
with torall orgwiix. Thto book i* » fitting companion to 
TIIE CHIIBCU OlUJAVISr, 




TWENTY-FOUR ORIGINAL PIECES, 
Op. 02 and 81. 
COMPLETE IN ONE VOLUME. 
BY 
THEO. KULLAK. 
Prioe, Limp Cloth Covers, $1.50. 
I * _ 
White-Smith Music Publishing Co., 
BOSTON. NEW YORK. 





By CURS. H. MORSE. 
.2.00. 
Marches for Wedding*, Concert Performance*, and Fane rale, all well 
arranged, with regtotratlon marked throughout. 
PRICE $1.00. 
Published abroad from new plates on finest paper, 
size of Edition PeterB. Former price $2.60. 
DISCOUNT TO PROFESSION. 
THE ELITE COMPILATION 
OF 
SONGS AND BALLADS. 
HOWTO ACCOMPANY. 
_A_isrisrxE GLEN. 
The selections for above bool^ have been 
made with great care, and some of the most 
admired of the compositions of such famous 
authors as Tosti, Chaminade, Trotere, Denza, 
etc., are found in its pages. Any one desiring 
a book of the very latest and best Songs and 
Ballads for medium voice should secure a copy 
of this at once. 
P&XCH $2.00. 
A guide to the artistic accompaniment of any musical 
composition, from the simplest ballad to the 
most difficult of modern works. 
CYCLOPEDIA 
OF 
Music and Musicians. 
Edited by JOHN D. CHAHPLIN. 
THREE TOLVHES. PRICE $15.00. 
With more then ono thousand illustrations, and containing the fol¬ 
lowing important features:— 
A. Fall nioarruphlcal Dictionary of the musician* of all 
times and all schools. 
2 Gnidf tp Blnateal Literature, embracing works in all 
languages. 
▲ Cyeu.pfdla ftf the Great Mnslcal Works, with re¬ 
production Id fhc-simlle of famous scores. 
▲ »ni»^rb Collection of llluatrations of all phases of 
the subject. 
NEW AMATEUE OPERETTA, 
THE MERRY Mg.K-MATTIS 
BY 
CHAS. H. GABRIEL. 
EXCEEDINGLY INTERESTING FLAT FOB 
YODNG FOLKS. 
THE MUSIC IS VERY PRETTY AND HOT DIFFICULT. 
PRICE 76 CENTS. 
- BEETHOVETPS 
PIANOFORTE SONATAS EXPLAINED. 
NEW EDITION^ 
PRICE $1.00. 
TWO ALBUMS OF LISZT. ^ 
PRICE $1.50 EACH. 
Rink’s v Practical v Organ * School, 
IN THREE VOLUME Si- 
edited, REVI8ED, AND ANNOTATED BY 
DR. 8. N. PENFIELD. 
PRICE - $1.00 PER VOLU l 
Being selections from the original, in which ate retained only the 
moet Instructive voluntaries and exercises. 
HENSELT ALBUM. 
A collection of favorite pianoforte pieces, “ If I 
Were kBird,” “La Gondola,” fete., all of a diffi¬ 
cult grade and brilliant style. 
BY ADOLPH HENSELT. 
Volume I Mntnina the following ?— 
Grand Galop Chromatlquo, La Campanula, 
Le Rossignol, Rigoletto, 
La Regatta Vaneziana,' Tannhauser March. 
Volume IT eonsimt-e «/ 
Transcriptions of -Schubert's Favorite Songs. 
FAMOUS PIECES, 
. Edited and Fingered by 
BERN. BOEKEXMAN. 
PRICE SO CENTS. 
WASHSB-tlSZT ALBUM. 
A Selection of Well-known Airs from Wagner'* 
Operas, transcribed for the Plano. 
Thto 1* a collection of ten of the most celebrated composition* by groat 
modern masters. The o-’inpUer, one of our most eminent editor* and 
teacher*, has edited and flngrred the collection In hi* usual careful and 
skillful nthnner. The following is a partial list of contents: Jensen, A., 
Op 12, Berceuse; Chopin, F., Op. 37, No. 2, Nocturne; Schumann, R., 
Op 124, No. 16, 8chlummerlied; Ticboikowsky, V,t Op. 2, No. 3, Chant 
sans paroles. . > 
PRICE 75 CENTS, POSTPAID. 
f • 
ECHOES OF LIBERTY. 
BY FRANZ JLI8ZT. 
PRlfJE • -• - 61.00. 
ERNST VON ELTEREEIN. 
. PRIOE $1.50. 
-I BRAHMS' SMG ALBUM. 
The largest and-beat Patriotio Collection published. 
Suitable for Soldiers’ Reunions, Memorial Day, fbdepend- 
eace D*&, eto. 8olos, Duets, Trios, and Choruses arranged 
for Male, Female, and Mixed Voices, with Special Songs for 
Boys and Girls. 
PRICE 60 CENTS; 
COMMENCEMENT-SONGS. 
k UckI k. pol.l ... ik. I«4.r.£ Ml etwvstoU- 
—. .. M. <■' Ik. .... fa .. 
■U 1. U1 ... M. te f.»r .K»—. MM w, 
& Cholo! fiolvoUon of Song!, with EnglUh ini Oorason 
Toxt. for aigt oat Ltfw Vos0,. 
EITF JOHANNES UBAHIvifc). 
rows 76 0ESJT8, PCSTTaID. 
The only collection published compiled expressly for 
Commantcemcnt Exercises In Schools. Colleges, etc. An 
elegant selection of Greeting and Farewell Song*. C-ta** 
aod Concert Song-*. QuarteU for Mixed Mala, and Pam ala 
Voices, Trio* and Duet* for PamdJa Volona, Chlldrwn’s 
Song*, etc. - 
PRICE 60 CtMTS. . ^ ' 
-i,: 




faery Brlimit af Haste 
Taught by u faculty af 
35 l mutant Artist Teach¬ 
ers. Accommodations for 
9500 Students. 
BE ACQUIRED AT THE 
1331 SOUTH BROAD STREET, 
716 NORTH BROAD STREET, 
PHILADELPHIA, 
E.i.i.n.i.ct I mm immwrt M»l- 
EIOHTM V EAR OP THE 
PHILADELPHIA SCHOOL OF IUSIC, 
fto. IAII Ulr«r4 Af«.. nul^plflilj*. f«. 
P»i»wr**<- Sar» H . „ 
JphH It J«4*» K femm, l> Word <%«*4toir. 
June a iioii. Ain«d w. i>*»»UKr.a»n«i»« *• li. t *•»«•*. 
OK NO row OATALOOUf. 
MUSICAL. EDUCATION. 
MB. ALBBBT W. BOB8T, 
Compottr of Cantatas; ** John GHpin, 
^ Pilgrim." etc., 
Mrs. Speaker," 
unilortakiw Ihc Inlllon of rttidenU Id PUdo and Organ Playing. CUiers 
In llurni-xty, Counterpoint, Analysi" of Form, sad Sight Rradlog. 
S|»-cinl terms for thoso studylog for the profession. Cltj studio 
Kcridence, MM Hamilton Htrect. Philadelphia, Pa. 
jnilK Broad Street Oonsorvatnry of 
‘ Music I*known an an Inatitiitton 
|irPR»iiling to fiuilonia the grnotcat 
ptMftiblc fwlrniitugos. Tlio Faculty is 
composed of traclier* whose ability 
and standing as musicians and artists 
arc unquestioned Its growth has not 
been «|uwtu<ulic, neither tins its sue- 
cess been atiainod by other methods 
than such as would eabthli-h Its ex* 
ceptiunal worth and superiority. Its 
pupils are conceded to possess the greatest practical and artistic knowl¬ 
edge. and many of them are now successfully filling prominent posi¬ 
tions In schools, chore be*, In leading orchestras, and npon the concert 
and operatic stage. 
The Only Conservatory in America -Thiel successfully 






in- Amy Fay desires to announce that aha la ready to receive 
gogement* for Haao ConreraaUoua next awn. M^a Fay P™™1*®' 
fine programmes, selected from the beet works of both tflaartr and 
modern composers, and embracing a wide field of musical literature. 
8he Is In the habit of prefacing each pleee with short comment*, 
biographical of the compoeer or deeeriptfve of (he composition, 
which render it clear to everybody when played. These “conversa¬ 
tions " am heartily enjoyed .by audiences, and serve to bring them 
Into a pleasant personal relation with both the pianist* and the 
music, and are a great stimulus to musical student*. Address, 
MISS AMT FAT, 
S3 Vest Slat Street, » ■ Tarh. 
EDWARD BAXTER PERRY, 
Conoert Pianist and Leoturer. 
Lecturo SodUls at Schools sol Musical Societies a Specialty 
Address: Cara Mason A Hamlin, 146 Boy Won 3L, Bostea. 
Mr. Perry makes an annual Western tour from October 1st to the 
holidays, and a Southern trip In January and Fsbrnary. Engage- 
iIn the Eastern State* daring *w- —-  
SEASON OF 1895-96 OPENS SEPT. 2d. 
HUGH «. CLARKE, HUS. 00C., IS AI THE HEAD OF THE THEO¬ 
RETICAL DE-ARTMENT. WHILE EQUALLY EFFICIENT 
TEACHERS ARE* IN CHARGE OF 
OTHER BRANCHES. * 
Write for illustrated catalogue giving full information, terms, eto. 
GILBERT R. COMBS, Director, — 
1SS1 SOUTH BEOAD STREET, PHILADELPHIA, PA. 
“EDUCATION PAYS,” 
especially in Music. If 
you want the best musical 
education it will pay you to 
write for our new catalogue 
before you decide where you 
will study the coming season. 
Fall term opens Monday, 
September 9th. 
Boston Training School of Music. 
3EOROB H. HOWARD, A.H., Director. 
a. FRANK SPURR, Manager. 
Music Hall Buifding, Boston, Mass. 
I the spring months. 
MR. PEREJEE V. JERVIS, 
TEACHER OF PIANOFORTE 
“TOUCH AID TtCHIIC.” 
f BTKUTWAY HAlsLx, ITEW YORK, 
[ 843jgUXBTOB AVE„ BROOKLYN. 
MISS CLARA B. HARRISON, 
TEACHER OF PIANO 
(Mason Byntam of Technic), 
1019 O Street, H. W.v - - WASHINGTON, D. C. 
DANA’S MUSICAL INSTITUTE 
AND 
CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC, 
*W^JEa»K3iT, OHIO. 
One of the oldest and most Influential Schools of Kunic 
in North America. w 
_vjy k '■■■<h 
PJL.AJV. 
Half hour, priroU leenon, ddily, on instrument or voice. 
Daily lemon In theory, solfeggio, and ensemble. 
Four hoars of dally practice In our bonding. 
CATALOGUES FREE. JPMlPjl PAM A. tjfrrUm. 
HUGH A. CLARKE, MuS. Doc., 
. 2Si3 Sooth 88th Street, 
PHILADELPHIA. 
LESSORS BY MT 
In Harmony, Counterpoint, 
and Composition 
MADAME A. PUPIN, Concert Pianiste 
(JANKO KEYBOARD). 
will accept engagement* tor recital* in drawing-rooms and school*. 
Private JANKO KEYBOARD Recital*. 
Thoee wishing to see, hear, and teat the merits of the new heitoard 
may arrange, for parties of ten, for an hoar at Madame Pupln »rr«ri- 
dence, when a programme of nine pieces will be given, and opportunity 
for full explanation of the advantages of the new invention. 
Fee, ft5.00 for the hour, for ten persons or less than ten. 
Appointments should be made by letter several days InTdyance. 
Residence, No. M East 20th Street. NEW YORK CITY. 
Mil 
A Largo and OotppoUmL Faculty of Axtiatio Musi- 
olana and Experlenood Teaohera. 
All Branot^oa of Itftralo Taught and Diplomas 
O-anted Trocn each Department. 
A Normal or Teacher*’ Dopartmoni. In whloh 
Dappe’i and O. B. Cady's Ohtldron’a Method Is 
Taught, also the Mason Teohulo. 
Twealy Frf* and Partial ttcholarnhipa Given to 
Worthy Pupil*. 
Ktlfht Gold and Hllvnr Medals to Pupil* Making 
vhe Oreateat Advancement during the Year. 
Ta'l Term *>«*!»• Beptember Oth. 
Tor t**rtAO\ilwra and Ctreulara addreaa 
*T. M. I>rNGAN, 
Nannm*n( Vi***. $****■«*»*«, 1*4. 
KINDERGARTEN MAGAZINE. 
*2.00 PER YEAR. 
A monthly for parents and teachers. Edited by An¬ 
drea lloter and Amalie Uofer, Chicago. 
Devotod to kindergarten theory and practice. Keeps 
Its readers In touch with the bost demonstrations in 
iho entire kindergarten Hold. New kindergarten 
songs. Nature studies and investigation. Typical 
work with gifts and material*. lMscuasJons by livo 
educators on best methods. Psychology made practi¬ 
cal by the study of the child. Typical stories by active 
klndergartners. How to study rroebcl’* Mothc^play 
Book. 
Utr**TM«NT roa Passkt* — Oorrcepoodonco with 
mothers, discussing alt practical and voxlug question*. 
Typical rhata with lha child ran oa aalurai history, 
dumastlo Ilfs, storiea, aooga, and plays. Hints of hov 
to keep active fiticari employed. Hsod work and 
busy way* for children in the boms, adapted to lbs 
weeds of beay molben. Uo» and why to ar*se»r 
cbildrva't qaseUooe. LalUhya hoena>>ax». and nor- 
—ty rhysosa. A pure home matfeaiee. with • high 
4btA<UH of family Ufa a* Its ekje«ti*e pm**, awd 
«u M »a Warty e4»fiaato>* TMefcbvs —ether. 
(NKlkaltr .wppootvd la ihrtv «•»«* to *tvs 
oHW'to rattowrt Wwiaiavg W 
for sampt*. w**4 *»k for pfoa* for l««r*4**<a* U- 
Ki*e«w»sat*.e t«a» yw*Y wrigVhiwfooM. 
KlkOCEtMttil UTtMIVKf Ca, C*»C*40. 
p 
v With a Large Faculty of Superior Inatraotora, and ^ 
a splendid bmlding for Us szcIhsts use, the Oberliff^^ 
Conservatory offers unusual advantages for the Study of 
Music. 699 students last year. Total expense for one 
year’s study (86 weeks) need not exceed 8800. 
Terms begin 8epL 19, dan. I, and April A 
If yon are intending to study Music in any of its 
branches, send for catalogue to 
F. R RICH, Director, 
OBfRUK, OHIO 
HAOTTA0TTRER3 AND TRADERS 
who desire to obtain reliable information about their customers 
in any breach of the music trade should subscribe for our book of 
•‘CREDIT RATINGS” FOR IS95. 
Special attention given to collection of past due claims in any- 
p*rt of the United States and Coned*. 
Address *11 communications to 
THOMPSON REPORTING CO.r 
10 Trenton! Street, BOSTON. 
TEACHERS WANTED 
for every department of Instruction by the {Southern Educational 
Bureau, Memphis, Tenn. Large number of vacepde* reported from 
the^beet schools of the Booth and Southwest. Operates In sJl States. 
/'• 
ORGANS 
“CROWN" PIANO is now ready with tho 
“Crown” Orchestral Attachment 
and Practice Clavier. 
OTSW WSTKHX* Fcaotao. FVF. OCT. »*. *** 
A porfeet piano, which has four pedals and 
with which iIhb Harp, Either, Mandolin. Guitar. 
Clavichord. Spinet. Harpsichord. Ranto and 
ftiut Rtw can ha linitatad. and with which a full 
piano Vayhoard, for fl.n*wr practice, without 
fawsss or with vwrw slUht tona/lxat with ragpilar 
piano lotish Is had. 
0X0 r. WNT, Oels KTCr, 
Cat. Wsafoagfos Mewfovard *M tas#ssas (treat. 
OHkOAOO, ILL. 
...ream 
NEW PUBLICATIONS OF 
g. S6HIRMER, NEW YORK. 
tExtract, ttam tb. "M.ulhly BuU.tLu.” 
The " Muutbly Bulletin" will b. «>ul rvjji- l 
lorly to th« uddro.1 of »ny [wr.ok lut.r- 
*i ted ) 
NEW AND REVISED EDITION. 
Studies in Pedal Phrasing for the Organ. 
By DUDLEY BUCK. 
OP. 28. PRICEI1.B0.NET. 
An eminently ^radical work, and ono which Iim risen steadily In 
professionsl cetisnatlon during the quarter century of Us exUtonco. It 
contains eighteen studies ou tho proper ueo of the feet In till manner of 
figures and technical combination*-arpeggios, runs, diversified motives 
and phrases, both short and long, legato snd staccato, etc —always ac- 
componied ou the manuals, so that the .tudent Immediately derives 
fullest benefit from lit* pedal practice through being enabled to com¬ 
bine It with manual work thoughtfully arranged for tbl* preoiae pur- 
po*e. The heel-and-toe signs, changes of foet, slides, and the grouping 
and phrasing of the parts for pedal and manual are marked with tcru- 
pulous precision; for the registration, *ufflclent general directions are 
given. 
Published in convenient oblong shape, printed from entirely new en¬ 
graved platea, and well up to date in every particular*/ In passing, we 
may add that tho former edition was published In two part* at SAOO 
each, whereas the whole work la now offered for 91 60. 
I£W EI8LUD COBERTiTOH OP MISI6. 
T...M la ]i*S by Dr SUm Taarjl*. 
RICHARD H. DANA. PrMlOenl. 
• CARL FA8LTBN, Dlrootor. 
The Leading Conservatory of America. 
COMPLETE IN ALL ITS DEPARTMENTS. 
SEND OR CALL FOR ILLUSTRATED PROSPECTUS AND CALENDAR 
FRANK W. HALE, General Manager, 
; Franklin Square, Boston, Mass. 
aiixcrriisT of publications 
raoti rm oatalooun o* 
WM. ROHLFING & SONS, 
PIANO *1)110 
PIANO SOLO. 
Lot* ton one*, Op. 6? ills—der. V. ev JB«*aa 
ptaoak oaraduily Uurerad>- 
o. 1. Bail-room WMgsrt- 
nght UsatreotiT*' 
B. Ob tb* to*.-- 
4. Lav* WhUpwri— 
K. Psaarual 8*v«r 
g. KngmgBmsnl 
7. Bridal Bong. 
«. Wedding Mi 
pieces > 
No. 1. March.. 
arch i. 




   .40 
_  .40 
. .40 
_—... .40 
easy and Lnatrectlv# 
JOAO 
■> ANECDOTES <• 
CHEAT MUSICIANS. 
BY 
W. FRANCIS GATES. 
•i C. WHITNEY COOMBS. 
THE VISION OF ST. JOHN. 
A. CANTATA 
For Mixed Voices, Fall Orchestra, and Organ. 
TEXT 8ELECTED FROM THE BOOK OF THE REVELATION 






ffovara, L. Musical Cameos, Op. 74. Euy pleoea v- 
No. 1. Spinning Wheel...... 
2. wpsry ------—A-- 





5. Little F 
fi. Neapolitan Donee...—.. 
At, Wilson a. Folk* Roeooo, Op. 4L.. 
Chaao of the Butterflies, Op. 44....  
Cradle Bong. Op. 47. No. 1.... . — 
Danse Melodleusc, Op. 47, No. 2.—... 
Brlvon 
ValMCai 
Danoe, Op. 47, No. 8. 
feprloe (Btrmusa-Tauslg), Op. 81... 
.la, Op. W.. 
Oonoert, Op. 88... ValMd 
Steraherg. C. Frivolette, Votae d* Salon, Op. 48- 
A composition, soinowbat brief for Its clans, excellently suited for 
performance at any season or on any occasion of rejoicing. For small 
choirs the orchestra may bo dispensed with, as a skillful organist 
readily adapt the piauo accompaniment to hii instrument. A. solo 
quartet, a good mixed chorus, and an able solo tenor are requisite for 
its adequate production. The contralto solo, No. 2 (“And God Shall 
Wipe Away All Tears"), may be taken Sy the singer of that part in 
the quartet. The solo tenor takos a leading part in Nos. 1, 3, 4, and 5 
having recltativea of considerable length. The Finale, No. 6, Is for full 
chorus. 
The Cantata is Interesting, spirited, and melodious; It breathes 
throughout the inspiration of Its lofty thorns. However, it presents no 
special technical difficulties beyond the aforesaid adaptation of the 
piano accompaniment. 
A unique, valuable, and interesting collection of three 
hundred well authenticated anecdotes of great Compoiert. 
Player*, and 8mgen, related in an entertaining style, and 




- 850“ REFERENCES, 
ON ABOUT 
- 305 PAGES. J 
•^ethoven is referred to 48 times; H&ndel, 80; Hayi 
24; Bach, 16; Moxart, 32; Mendelssohn, 2$; Biilovv. 1 
Liatt, 28; Malibran, 7; Meyerbeer, 10; Paganini, 1| 
Patti, 6; Schubert, 14 ; Schumann, 9; Rossini, 16; Vi 
7; Wagner, 19; Jenny Lind, 9; Chopin, 6. 
To the average reader this work in one of the most inter 
eating musical books published, as it is free from abstruse 
technicalities and dry history. It U lively and entertain¬ 
ing, and just the thing to interest young people in musical 
biography. 
BANDBOMELT BOTTTTO. 
FULL CLOTH. CLEAR TYPE. FINE PAPER 
PRICE 81.50. 
nrer , u inTUKFvw i 




4. Punch and Jody. 
Love Bong, Op. 80, No. 1.—.. 
Hlfftoriette Musicale. Op. 60, No. 2......... 
EHeocateUa. Caprice, Op. 60, No. 8.. 
Arabian Night* Nocturne, Op. 84 . 
Patte-ChaUe, Moroeau de Salon, Oi t lj tl e p. 86.. 
Streleskl, A.' Moaeio, Album Muslcale, Op. 10 
No. 1- Minuet--—f— .—- 
2. Chanson Triste.... 
8. Petite Maenrka...^.~.~ . . 
4. Little Secret*.. 




f. DoU1* Walts.. 




























SIX VOCAL DUETS. 
By LUIGI DENZA. 
Words by G. HUBI NEWCOMBE. 
' PRICE 76 CENTS, NET. 
14.* SjSSfe Woinphale- 
16. Fairy Tale.. 
16. Valre Roeooo... 
17. Rock Me to Sleep... 
18. Tarantelle.. 
18. Little Theme. 
SO. Valeo Qracleoee..... 
PUBLISHED BY . 
THEO. PBESSER, 
1708 CHESTNUT STREET, PHILADELPHIA.- 
The n*m« of Luigi Done* l* familiar a* that of a well-accredticd 
wrilor of popular *ongt. The olceienl* of bl* popularity are rtrlklngly 
Id evidence in ihore alx vocal duetto:— 
1. BARCAIIOLLE. 
a. FAREWELL. 
S MWKET CHIMES. 
4. WELCOME BPRINO. 
6. HUE BLEEPS. 
e. to the dancei 
Portraits of Sreat Musicians. 
12. Ennui’Voire....- .40 
.’40 
---S .60 
_  .40 
.Jo 
FOUR HAND8. 
Killing, O. Rosebud*,Op. 118. Twelve lnotractive pleoeo with- 
oat octave* i— 
Ho. L Slumber Bong...--  M 
2. Oonveraodon——.. *»0 
8. iEelian Harp .......—- 
6. Oat in the Green ....-....40 
6. Savoyard Shepherd Boy ..*JW 
.40 7. Village Scone... 8. Friendahlp.... 
8. Roguery—« 
10. In the Meodo’ 
.1. Ooai t Danoe.... 
12, Ball-room Memories.. 
1>*DM undoriland-R the buti^n vel(w-~vrliat »oun<Li boat a ad what U 
ennui truly (oral (( • , »ln*aUo|, nad wrtt»* afctirdlogly. HUotolodlout 
ran a do rtu gli<4» »ta«w>thty on, fr*e fredh " odvenloruu*'* dUrxndff and 
lUSUxiU into* , ih* ptowe part U **«) to pUy. yet by rw «r4M dtw- 
uioto c( fotfatf , »i»d tLa tnl(« tail* )rui fit tb* £og> 
l|»i fd*. whurh »r» k*|>i>ity 'fowUotd le Bttwil 004 UiOi fut *wrwe. 
Tb*» • i tr«nw to-if »«v5 high t«««* fuf the" o9p***«» am *™#". fov l b* 
alto f--W 
res sjj-i st su vrasjc eeaxxss. 
LIFB SIZE, 22 x 28 INCHES. 
PHod $1.00. Pottage end Tube, 10 eta Extra. 
“ $5.00, with Frame, Antique Oek. 
Peeked te-fe ky Expme at perefcaeer'i eharfe. 
The following are now ready;— v 
BEETHOVEN, MEJTOELSSOHH, MOZABT, 
WAONEB, HAMEL, (JHOHN, LISZT, 
SOHUBEBT, AHD HAYDN. 
OTKSAB TO FOLlLOW.- 
Thaelacam portnriU have riven the greeio*t #*tis£*c 
lien wherwr InUrOdacod. Tae former price for there 
was 64.60 oach. without frame, doitehle for the aod 
eUgani BUdio, Morio Room or Parlor. 
THEO. Pit EMEU, PHILADELPHIA. 
PIANO STUDIES, ETC. 
maun. Dr. H. Comparative Piano School, theoretical and 
practical. A guide to the study ofthemo*t Important educational 
work* for the Pianoforte, completed by the addition of aelected 
materioL Material* in four book*.-— _ 
Book 1. ElementarySchool.—...... 
2. Preliminary Technical Studies for developing itrength, 
independence, and fluency in the finger*, for producing 
the various kinds of touch, and for insuring control of 
dynamic »b*dlni..„.......91A0 
8. Melodic Omamento, Direction* for oxecuting the orna¬ 
ments of melody oorrectly and In proper *tyle.......91A0 
L RhythmlosQ Problem*, Tripleu, Doublet*, " ‘ 
eto----:— 
Haaptner, Th. Voire 




> Culture. A new theoretical and practical 
be fca* of all voice* according to the moat 
fSSO 
OflOAM. 
The Orfoalit** Albnua. A collection of olamkml and modern 
music for the organ In the church and homo, mleored and 
by D. F. l 
Two Tolaaea,.**ch- —81.59 
Tbe first rolurea eoctalo* 73 diflhrent ehoio* ptores o* 88 j**w 
The recaod 78 pleoes oa FT regre eT marie. 
s of pcbUoo^oas feraiafc** free of ehorge 
»o i c < 
Cora pica*'ooialogu* c 
o* apporetire. 
A*y *f Um brarot&r > 
miittoi-TL BOHLFQiS ft SOIS-muartETL 
/ 
BOOSEY fc CO.,TEACHERS of Music 
^ w 
T HMS ETUDE. 167 
Mvr«Jo Pm bibber# and Muetoel 
Iftitfumont Manufacturer#, 
9 E. SEVENTEENTHi STREET, 
NEW YORK._LONDON. 
tumt rtrsuamiD. 
‘The Swan and the Skylark,” 
CANTATA. 
Word, by HEMANS, KEATS, and SHELLEY. 
THE MU8I0 OOMPOSED BY 
A. GORING THOMAS. 
(POSTHUMOUS WORK.) 
To be performed for the flrat time at the 
BIRMINGHAM FESTIVAL (1894), ENGLAND. 
Sample Copy, poet-free, 75 Cents. 
-jT. 
NEW EDUCATIONAL WORK. 
Now being uaed by the Leading Masters In 
America. Also at Royal Academy, Royal 
College, etc., London, England. 
+ 50 SOLFEGGI + 
By F. P. TOSTI. 
m TWO BOOKS. PRICE $1.00, NET, EACH BOOK. 
These Solfeggi hate been written by Signor Tost! for the middle reg¬ 
ister of the voice, and are therefore equally suitable for all voicet. 
They will be found most useful studies, and ao melodious In eharac 
tsr as to be practically songs without words. 
v female mermmoNS 
WIU FIKO IH« roCUWM 
Vocal CoUeotions,.Etc., 
fteoenty Isivsd from lHa pmi «f 
J. FISCHER & BRO, 
7 Bible House, New York, 
Very serviceable for the coming 
COMMENCEMENT EXERCISES. 
ALBUM OF TWENTY NEW SONGS. 
(English and German Words.) 
By JAQUES BLUMENTHAL. 
These Songs are eonsMered to be the finest work over produced by 
this Eminent Composer. 
***1 
Paper Cover, $1.50. Cloth, 92.00. 
GEORGE GROSSMITH’S SONGS. 
CAJfTjLTjl ros CaZLOBBH, 
“THE SWEETEST SONG,” 
By J. Li ROECKBL. 
latest addition to royal edition 
SONGS FROM THE ORATORIOS. 
of Solos ler efi voice* from standard works. All In ortg 
Inal keys, with original aooompanlmanta. 
-Writ* for our Catalogues. Free on Applkaim. 
»u aocrra roa 
ENOCH 4 SONS, Lonfai, 
PAYTEBSOS 4 80H8, EdiaburgK, 
JAMES BATH, Loudoo. 
ANGELIC CHORDS. VoL II. 
A collection of Duets, Trios, and Quartets 
for Female Voices. Compiled by J. Fischer, $0 75 
We can safely recommend tbia volume of female ebonites 
aa being one of the beRt collections of Its kind ever pub¬ 
lished In this country, 
ACADEMICAL FAVORITES. 
A collection of two-, three-, and four-part 
Songs for Female Voices. -'New and Revised 
Edition. Compiled by J. Fischer, . . . .100 
This admirable collodion has been more Bucceaaful since 
ita revision than it wa* before. It Dow contains a number 
of part songs of a higher order of merit than are usually 
found in works of this kind. 
CONCERT ALBUM for Young People. 
Consisting of thirty three-part Songs, with 
German and English TPxt, Composed by 
Fr. Abt,.„• 60 
FOUR CHORUSES 
1. Welcome Song. 2. At the Opening of a 
School Ex&mirfation. 3. At the Close of a 
School Examination. 4. Farewell Song at 
the End of a School Year. For three Female 
Voices, with Piano accompanimw, Com¬ 
posed by J. Wiegand, . . . .ST, 
THE SPINNING BEE. 9 
An Operetta for Girls, intended chiefly for 
performance at festivals in school or in the 
family circle. Words and music by H, Kip¬ 
per. Translated and adapted by Mrs. G. 
Federlein,.. . . . . 60 




Price 83.00, net. 
A complete and practical exposition of Scales, 
Chords, Arpeggios, Double Thirds and 
Sixths, Octaves, Chords of the Seventh, 
etc., etc., begiujung with the first lessonB in cor¬ 
rect scale pfaying, and extending through all 
stages of advancement. , 
The preparatory division of the work contains 
copious foot-notes and explanations regarding the 
proper manner of practicing and executing -the 
exerciseb, aDd for this reason the work is one of 
the most valuable additions to the piano student’s 
literature. 
All possible combinations, both technical and 
rhythmical, are included in the latter part of the 
work. 
The above studies have been introduced success¬ 
fully into many of the conservatories, schools, etc.. 
and should be examined by every teacher. 
Send for circular giving letters of recommenda¬ 
tion from prominent teachers. 
35 
NEW ORGAN AND -CHOIR BOOKS. 
ORGAN GEMS. 
A collection consisting of one hundred and 
eighty-four Preludes and Postludes, for Pipe 
or Reed Organ. Composed by C. A. Kern, . 2 00 
ORGANIST’^ FRIEND AND COMPANION. 
A collection of original and selected compo¬ 
sitions for Reed or Pipe Organ. Two Vol¬ 
umes. Compiled by J. Fischer, . . . ; . 2 00 
TEN MARCHES, for Piano or Organ. 
Consisting of seven Marches for festivaLoe- 
casiona and three for funeral services, . . 1 
FISCHER'S ALBUM OF SACRED SOLOS. 
Embracing compositions by renowned 
writers, such as Gounod, Saint-Satns, Wilm, 
Curto, wiegand, Hamtaa, etc. 
Volume 1. For Soprano or Tenor. .' . . 1 25 
Volume II. For Alto, Baritone, or Bass, . l 25 
With Latin and English Text. 
HOSANNA. ' 
A new collection of Sacred Quartet* and 
Cboiuae*. with Organ accottipaulmrnt. ow- 
mining compositions by Wlcgaad, if civil, 
Gtwh.Flatit. Lcisk, ate.. .•.100 
,A NEW WORK ON HARMONY. 
- + , 
PRACTICAL HARMONY 
ON A FRENCH BASIS. 
BY 
HOMER A. NORRIS. 
In response to a general demand for-a text-book 
on-harmony, based on the French system, we take 
pleasure in announcing the publication of “Prac¬ 
tical Harmorty on a French Basis,” by Mr. Homer 
A. Norris. Mr.Norriswasassociatedforfouryears 
with the most eminent theorists and musicians of 
Paris. During that time he devoted his attention 
chiefly to the study of musical composition. 
We feel confident that “Practical Harmony” 
meets the demand for a text-book which makes the 
study interesting to the pupil. The exercises are 
musical, and there is an absence of the “ psalm- 
tune” monotony usually found In text-books on 
this subject. 
As many students object to a bulky volume, 
bound in boardB, a student's edition has been issued 
in two parts, bound in flexlfile covers. Price of 
each part, one dollar. 
The preface, giving a general idea of the scope 
of the work, will be mailed on application. 
This work has been introduced into several con¬ 
servatories and amoug the profession generally. 
PUBLISHED BY 
H. B. STEVENS COMPANY, 
BOSTON, MASS. 
Dw-wriptir* Gradad Catalog*** of our publication^ 
msl fr*o UlJ*s application. 
«*oUo* Tan S>r»r*M. 
a * 
168 THE® ETUDE. 
Arthur f. Schmidt, 
14* gonSTOI ST., IttSTOA ■*$!. 
MUSIC PUBLISHER, 
Henry LitoKT. Bnraswtok, Germany; Edmpn Ofcenol 
(VUMt* Muuie), sad the Vienne Oomemtory 
Edition of the 
PIANOFORTE CLASSICS. 
Send for Graded Catalogues containing the boot works 
of the following well koown Auibioan and Founds 
Composers : — 
PIANOFORTE MUSIC. 
Mrs. H. H. A. Beach. 
Geo. W. Chadwick. 
Charles Denude. 
Arthur Foote. 
E. A. MacDowcll. 






W, D. Armstrong. 




Geo. E. Whiting. 
John Jbjfttt B 
0. B^Brown. 
SONGS. 
Mrs. II. H. A.' Beach. Margnret Bnthveo Lang-. 
rewer. Frank I jnes. 
E. A. MacDowell. 
Geo. W. Marston. 
Jos. Mosenthal. 
Homer A. Norris. 
Clara Kathleen Rogers. 
Sebastian B. Schlelnger. 
B. E. Woolf. 
Clayton Johns. 
-Tjeo. W. Chadwick. 
B. J. Cotter. 
Charles Dennee. 
Arthur Feote. 
E. W. Hanscom. 
Helen Hood. 
Ou, rwHorr to th* Korn ml a» 0**»* 
It orialnated with us,---- 
Don't oonfa.e It with tha cheap imitation, 
that flood the market. Send for 
Frioe and Oatalogne. 
LAWRENCE ORGAN MFG. CO., 
320 South Tenth 8t., - Easton, Pa. 
TlBClaytooF.SiiyOo., 
wxt |l|U>W»|»HrAW* Ml OHWA.OO row TKt 
OHlOKESlNa F AKO, 
PUBLISHERS AND IMPORTERS 0? MUSIC, 
Genoral Dealer* In 8heet Muslo and Music 
Books of the- Better Class, 
220 WABASH AVE., CHICAGO. 
- 
attr.2lcttve organ MUSIC 
FOR CHURCH AJJD CONCERT USE. 
~~ West, J. A. Melody ..$0 60 
A charming and maslclBnly eompoeltlon, played with 
great success by Clarenco-pidy. 
Gleason, F. G. Vorspiel to “Otho Visconti" 60 
Qnlet and sustained In character. Not difficult. 
Dubois, Tl|. F*nttt“ie Triompha’e (Solo). 1 26 
Brilliant coucert nuiober. ' 
DO NOT WEAK TONS MUSIC OUT BY 
0 ABE YIN G IT IN A MUSIC EOLL. 
This SATCHEL Is the ypry latest and 
most convenient manner of carrying 
music, and does not necessitate the roll¬ 
ing of It. It Is superseding all others on 
the market. 
Made of Smooth-Grain Leather, un 
lined, price $1.50. 
ANTHEMS, FART 
SONGS, Etc. 
W. K. Bassford. 
John Hyatt Brewer. 
0. B. Brown. 
It. Hllol Botton. 
U. >Y. Chadwick. 
B. J. Cotter. 
Arthur Foot*. 
Geo. fh Hamer. 
E. W. Hanscom. 
Jo*. C. Knox. 
F. C. Maker. 
Arthur Page. 
J. C. D. Parker. 
Joseph L. Roeckel. 
,P. *• Schneeker. 
Derail. Scholx. 
Michael Watson. 
Geo. E. Whiting. 





For carr I  sheet 
music without any 
folding or rolling, 
thus keeping it al¬ 
ways smooth and 
fresh, or for bound 
v o 1 u tn-e s. -Solid 
leather through¬ 
out, handles and 
Btrapa riveted, 
made for hardest 
service. Both of 
the above can be 
had In either black or brown. Price $3.00. 
DISCOUNT It) THE PROFESSION. 
. THBO. PHHSSHB, PHTTYA , PA. 
The Vesper Bell Series of Organ Music. I 
COMPOSED BY WALTER SPINNEY. ; 
1. Vesper Bells... 65 \ * 
2. Harvest Home. 66.; 
8. First Nocturne (Songs in the Night)„. 40 v 
4. State March in U... 80 
6. Allegro from & Concerio, by T. S. Du. uia 66 
6. Daybreak (Andante in B 0a*)-. 66 
7. Berceuse in D major...«.....- 66 
8. Three Short Voluntaries (without pedal 
Obligato)......*. 66 
Ho. 9. Consolation and Andante (without pedal 
Obligato).*:.. 40 - 
Ho. 10. Postlude or Offertoire in Q...- 80 
Ho. 11. Secori Nocturne in G minor.  40 
No. 12, Third Nocturne in F major... 66 
No. 18. Song'WjthoBt Words. 40 
No. 14. Brilliant Variations on a Theme . 80 
No. 16. Second Berceuse in D...  66 
No. 16. Toccata in G minor. 66 
No. 17. Two Fantastic Sketches..*. . 66 
No. 18. March in F«.   66 
No. 10. A Royal Procession (descriptive Trumpet 
Fantasia)..*..- 80 
No. 20. Twelve S ort Interludes or Album Leaves 
(without pedal Obligato).*. 26 
“ Probably no organ mualc bu obtAlned a wider or more ipe*dy popu- 
lariti-than these unpretentious and pleasing series of coiNposUlons by 
the accomplished orgaoiatof the Parish Chnrch, Leamington. Grace¬ 
ful, fancy, and flowing part writing ars tbo prevailing charactsrislics of 
these pieces."—London Muatcai World. 
The above testimonial is selected from among many 
as‘best describing the general nature of the series. 
They will he sent for examination, if desired. 
P^TAKTO SOLO. 
CHOICE MARCHES 
For Recreation or Instruction Purposes. 
THE 
Davis Spring Back Chair. 
Orwi.d Sor.lty LUt othir C.Ulogvtt wnt op«c 
*ppLU»Uo». 
M*u Oman Kitiottwcl and Dromotlv nu*d 
w to .11 rmrtm at Oio Country. • 
Plowso uni lor n..l u.iu'i Mo.ally Ll.t, 
«a .« Imwd .krai SapItMkw tit 
FOR PIANO PLAYERS 
ha perfection in spring'back chairs, 
the houtb, prevents round i 
T e It preserves 
. shoulders, end cures weak 
backs. One cut practice twice ss long and accomplish 
three times as much with perfect comfort 
U twelve styles, ranging in pMoe from $5.85 to HS.60. 
Hood for complete descriptive catalogue, aud send ell 
order* to . 
THEO, S>BJE&S£HL, 
<708 Chestnut Street, PhtladefphU, P*. 
trtuurpaaacd for comfort for tbo«o who el at Lbctr 
work for utf foogth of iitaa 
Clark, Mw R. Rochester Herald. Grade 8...|0 40 
Bright and sparkling. A charming two-etep. 
I>e Prosse, A. 8econd Regiment. Grade 3- 60 
8troDg, marked rhythm. 
Koclllng, Carl. Where »a the Lion? Grade 8 CO 
Arrangement of Laab's popular march. 
Meyer, L. Colonial Days. Grade 2...^. SO 
Bright lltllo toachlof piece. 
PfcfTcrkorn,1 Otto. Kindergarten March. 
GrSdtr2..... 40 
W^ll adapted for school on. 
Schoen^fcld, H. Op. 2. Little Soldier* 
March. . Grade 2  80 
Op. 21^ No. 1. Coildren'i Festival. Grade 2 26 
Especially ■written (hr teaching porpoaci. 
Skelton, Nellie Bungn. Ficet Brigade 
.March a*.d Two S'op. Grade 3 ...... 
On* of th* »*»t ptyatir twx»-at*pa oT th* day; ftoll of 
ca*<Dy o»*Jody; pUyed «T«7»h<r*. 
Sfoate ta skewi «n mImOm tf d*alF*d. Th* asaal 
dto*ona( all«w*d »• alt ^rdora. TH K BM.I.KTIN 
or Mvaic. pMblisbtd ky th* ciaytan T. hammy 
C».vta hntil*st fr** la alt appliraata. 
AddtwwK^ao Wabash Ave., Chicago. 
60 
